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The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New York District (District) and the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) are proposing to construct a levee, floodwall
and pump station along Middle Brook and Raritan River south of West Main Street in the
Borough of Bound Brook in Somerset County, NJ. The project is referred to as Segment R2 and
is the remaining component to be constructed in the Bound Brook Element of the Green Brook
Flood Damage Reduction Project.
The evaluation of potential environmental impacts that were previously addressed in the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), New York District, Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS) for the Proposed Plan for the Green Brook Flood Control in the Green Brook Sub-Basin.
Somerset, Middlesex and Union Counties, New Jersey, filed August, 1980 and the Final
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS) for the Proposed Plan for the Green
Brook Flood Control in the Green Brook Sub-Basin, Somerset, Middlesex and Union Counties,
New Jersey, filed in May 1997. Following the final action of the 1997 FEIS, new information
obtained from the May 2007 Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site Removal Action Completion
Report indicated the presence of arsenic and chromium in the Segment R2 project area. This
Environmental Assessment addresses the findings with respect to their potential to significantly
affect the environment and the need to prepare a supplemental Environmental Impact Statement.
The Segment R2 project area is located adjacent to and along the southern boundary of the Brook
Industrial Park Superfund Site (BIPSS). During the BIPSS remediation action, soil samples
were taken in a wooded area west of the BIPSS, which is also within the proposed location of the
Segment R2 levee, and tested for contaminants. Results indicated levels of arsenic and chromium
exceeding the NJDEP Non-Residential Direct Contact Soil Cleanup Criteria (NJDEP criteria).
The District coordinated with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to verify that the
BIPSS will not be extended to include the wooded area as a result of the soil sampling. The EPA
confirmed that the wooded area will not be part of BIPSS and although arsenic and chromium
levels exceed the NJDEP criteria, the levels are not considered to be hazardous. Further, based
on EPA's investigation, the contamination of the wooded area is predominantly a result from
upstream and downstream contributors rather than the BIPSS.
The sediment type found within project area is unsuitable for levee construction and will be
removed and new material will be brought to the site for levee construction. The contractor will
take composite soil samples within the levee footprint, test them for all contaminant parameters
and coordinate the results with the NJDEP to determine the proper off-site disposal method. In
the event the contractor encounters ground water during construction, the water will be tested for
contaminants and should levels exceed allowable levels established by the NJDEP, recharge pits
will be excavated within the levee footprint and water will be pumped into the pits and allowed
to seep back into the ground. The recharge pits will then be backfilled with the material used to
construct the levee. The pits will be opened and closed in increments that minimize exposure risk
to humans and wildlife. In addition, the contractor will be required to prepare an Environmental

Protection Plan to address minimizing contaminant exposure and soil erosion during
construction. The District coordinated with and obtained concurrence from the EPA and NJDEP
with the District's strategy of handling the contaminated material.

Based on my review and evaluation of the environmental effects as presented in the
Environmental Assessment, I have determined that the proposed project modification is not a
major Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. I have
reviewed the proposed action in terms of overall public interest and have found the proposed
action does not warrant the preparation of a supplemental environmental impact statement.

295£P2 o d'5
Date

Aniello L. Tortora
Colonel, U.S. Army
District Engineer
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1.0

Introduction

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New York District (District) and the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) are proposing to construct a levee, floodwall
and pump station along Middle Brook and Raritan River south of West Main Street in the
Borough of Bound Brook in Somerset County, NJ. The project is referred to as Segment R2 and
is the remaining component to be constructed in the Bound Brook Element of the Green Brook
Flood Damage Reduction Project (GBFDRP).
This environmental assessment serves to supplement information known about site conditions
along the Segment R2 project area resulting from new information obtained from the May 2007
Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site Removal Action Completion Report. Specifically, this
Environmental Assessment will address the presence of arsenic and chromium in the western
portion of the Segment R2 project area identified in soil samples taken in 2001 and 2006 during
the remediation action.
The purpose of this environmental assessment is to supplement the evaluation of potential
environmental impacts that were previously addressed in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(Corps), New York District, Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Proposed
Plan for the Green Brook Flood Control in the Green Brook Sub-Basin, Somerset, Middlesex
and Union Counties, New Jersey, filed August, 1980 and the Final Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement (FSEIS) for the Proposed Plan for the Green Brook Flood Control in the
Green Brook Sub-Basin, Somerset, Middlesex and Union Counties, New Jersey, filed in May
1997. This Environmental Assessment is being prepared to evaluate the significance of potential
environmental impacts of the proposed action and determine if the proposed project change
warrants the preparation of a supplemental environmental impact statement to the FSEIS and
FEIS.

2.0 Green Brook Flood Control Project Background
The overall Green Brook basin encompasses sixty-five square miles within the State of New
Jersey in the counties of Somerset, Middlesex and Union, and incorporates the Green Brook subbasin of the Raritan River Basin, a short reach of the Raritan River along the border of the
Borough of Bound Brook and the Middle Brook tributary to the Raritan River (Figure 1).
Flooding has been a longstanding problem in the Green Brook Sub-Basin. In September of
1999, Tropical Storm Floyd in September 1999 caused significant flood damages throughout the
Sub-Basin, with the most extreme damages experienced in the Borough of Bound Brook. More
recently, the April 2007 nor’easter caused significant flooding in Bound Brook and
approximately $200,000 in damages to the Segment T pump station.
The Green Brook Flood Control Project was authorized for construction in Section 401a of the
Water Resources Development Act of 1986 and involves the construction of seven (7) different
elements. Each element consists typically of multiple construction segments or contract reaches.
Two of the elements in the Upper Basin have been deferred for reanalysis, but the other elements
will be constructed as federal and state partnered funding becomes available.
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The recommended plan for the Green Brook Flood Control Project will provide flood protection
to the lower portion of the basin and the Stony Brook portion of the basin through various
structural and non-structural flood control elements including approximately 14 miles of levees
and floodwalls along Green Brook with supporting pump stations and closure structures, bridge
replacements and removals, approximately 1 mile of channel modification in the Stony Brook
portion of the project, and various levels of flood proofing including buy-outs. Plans for the
upper portion of the basin have been deferred for reevaluation at a later time.
Element No. 1 - Bound Brook
Element No. 1 is comprised of Segments A, N, R, T, and U. Segment R was subdivided into
several construction contracts: Segment R-1 which includes the Talmadge Avenue Bridge
Replacement, and Segment R-2 (Figure 2). Construction of Element No. 1 started in 2001, and
has continued with implementation of levees, floodwalls and associated pump stations and
drainage features at Segments T, U, R-2, floodproofing of 500 Union Avenue and residency buyouts at Prospect Place in Middlesex Borough. An additional component involving the removal
of an abandoned Conrail Bridge over the Raritan River was included in Element 1 to reduce the
potential of flooding during the completion of Segment R2. With the exception of the Talmadge
Avenue bridge replacement and Segment R2, construction of all remaining Segments and the
Conrail bridge removal have been completed.
Mitigation
The Finderne Site, located in Bridgewater Township, serves as off-site wetland and habitat
mitigation acreage for environmental impacts of the Bound Brook construction segments that
could not be mitigated for on-site, including construction of future structural project elements in
Middlesex County.
The total property size is 179 acres, with the mitigation project focused on approximately 130
acres of the floodplain portion of the site. Habitats created, restored, enhanced or preserved as
part of the mitigation effort include 35 acres of forested wetland, 8.5 acres of scrub-shrub
wetland, five acres of emergent wetland enhancement, preservation of six acres of palustrine
emergent wetland, seven acres of upland forest, 25 acres of riparian forest, and 800 linear feet of
stream restoration. In addition, 12 acres of active and passive recreation including two soccer
fields and trails that will become part of the Raritan River Greenway have been created.
Construction of the mitigation site and recreational fields began in Fall 2005, and was completed
in June 2006.
Additional Project Background Information can be viewed online at the District project website:
http://www.nan.usace.army.mil/business/prjlinks/flooding/greenbk/index.htm.
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FIGURE 1: Proposed Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project
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FIGURE 2: Element No. 1 of the Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project
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3.0 Proposed Action
Segment R2 of the Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project is the last remaining structural
flood damage reduction measure of Element No. 1. Segment R2 features include the
continuation of the levee alignment south from Segment R1, parallel to the Middle Brook, and
eastward to the Segment R2 Pump Station (RL-1 Pump Station), parallel to the Raritan River
(Figure 3). A floodwall will be constructed east of the pump station due to space constraints at
the Brook Industrial Park. The eastern extent of the R2 alignment consists of a low height
embankment that ties the alignment into high ground at the Bound Brook NJ Transit Station. In
addition to the levee and floodwall alignment, Segment R2 includes the raising of Talmadge
Avenue Bridge, the construction of two closure structures, and the installation of diversion
culvert pipes to handle interior drainage. Segment R-2 has been subdivided into several separate
construction contracts for implementation of the South Main Street Closure Structure, the NJ
Transit Closure Structure, the R-2 Levee, the R-2 Pump Station, the R-2 Floodwall, and
Diversion Culvert Pipes.

4.0

Alternatives Analysis

The alignment of the levee at Segment R2 was selected in order to accommodate a ponding area
to the north, interior of the levee, which would be inundated during flood events. The final
alignment also took into consideration redevelopment plans for the Borough of Bound Brook to
the north along West Main Street.
An analysis was conducted in 2000 to focus on structure alternatives for the selected Segment R2
levee alignment. The analysis investigated measures to maintain the wetland hydrology on the
protected side of the levee-post construction, and thereby avoid advanced adverse drainage of the
interior wetland area. The alternatives considered included Alternative 1: Raise Invert Elevations
of Interior Drainage Outlets/Maintain Levee Toe Ditches; Alternative 2: Develop a Containment
Weir in the vicinity of the RL-1 Pump Station/maintain levee toe ditches; Alternative 3
Reconfiguration of Drainage ditches.
Alternative 3: Reconfiguration of drainage ditches was determined to be the most cost-effective
alternative to avoid drainage impacts to existing wetlands located interior of the proposed levee.
Wetland hydrology would be maintained on the protected side of the levee through removal of
the levee toe ditch. To achieve this objective, the currently proposed toe ditch ends at
approximately station 40+00. As a result, non-wetland areas to the west would drain into
drainage structure No. 14. Wetland areas between the levee stations 40+00 to 63+26 to the east
would be left without any new drainage paths that may possibly impact the wetland hydrology.
The invert for drainage structure No. 15 was raised to the invert elevation of the existing ditch
that currently drains the area.
Without the levee, under existing conditions, the water surface needs to rise to approximately 24
feet to drain positively towards the Raritan River. The proposed levee will cut off this path and
force surface water to rise only approximately one foot before it begins to discharge to the
interior drainage outlets which will reduce flooding of West Main Street. Alternative 3 will
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FIGURE 3: Segment R2 Levee and Floodwall Layout
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therefore generate more surface water in the forested wetland on the protected side of the levee.
It is believed that the interior forested wetland functions and values will not be diminished with
this increased inundation depth and duration. If the increased water is determined to be
unsuitable, a partial toe ditch along the levee can be added to generate a positive drainage path.
The alternative analysis also led to the removal of a drainage ditch connected to the outfall
location of diversion pipes number 4 and 5. The construction of a drainage ditch was expected to
accelerate drainage from the existing surrounding forested wetland area, causing a detrimental
impact to supporting hydrology. A ditch liner was considered, as well as a ditch perimeter berm;
however, it was ultimately determined that the ditch could be removed. Flow from the outfall
location will not be directed through a man-made feature, but will be allowed instead to flow
overland and positively drain towards the Segment R-2 pump station.

5.0 Affected Environment
5.1 Soils
The majority of soils at the Segment R2 project area are classified and mapped as Rowland silt
loam (Ro) series along the north bank. The eastern portion of the project area contains Urban
land (Um). The Ro series soil is found along the banks of the major drainage features of the site
as well as in large floodplain areas and is considered partially hydric. The organic matter content
is medium to high. Runoff is slow and the erosion hazard is slight (Corps 2000).
5.2 Water Quality
The project area is bounded by the Raritan River to the south and by the Middle Brook to the
west. The Green Brook sub-basin of the Raritan River Basin drains an area of 65 miles entering
the mainstem of the Raritan River at Bound Brook. Middle Brook is a tributary of the Raritan
River that is not within the Green Brook sub-basin. Both the Raritan and Middle Brook are
classified as a FW-2 NT or freshwater river not supporting trout spawning or maintenance
(USFWS 2006). The river is suitable for a wide variety of warm water fisheries species.
5.3 Vegetation
Undeveloped portions of the project area primarily wooded, with a patchy distribution of small
clearings that are overgrown with herbaceous ground cover. The project area is best described as
a small, bottomland, floodplain hardwood forest, with tree species and canopy structure typical
of bottomland hardwood systems, that experiences periodic flooding and contains poorly drained
soil. Dominant overstory trees within the project area include silver maple (Acer saccharinum),
green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera), and pin oak (Quercus
palustris), with fewer numbers of black cherry (Prunus serotina), American elm (Ulmus
americana), boxelder (Acer negundo), eastern sycamore (Platanus occidentalis), and shagbark
hickory (Carya ovata). The understory is relatively dense and although seedlings from the
aforementioned trees are present, the understory is dominated by invasive and/or undesirable
species that include poison ivy (Rhus radicans), reed canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacae),
Japanese knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum), and rose (Rosa multiflora). Ground cover in
forested areas includes grasses (Poa spp.), pokeweed, (Phytolacca Americana), goldenrods
(Solidago spp.), vines, and various fern species. Reed canarygrass and dense grasses dominate
ground cover in open areas.
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Vegetation in the developed portions of the project area range from managed lawn and
ornamental plants within the residential and the Rock Machine Park sections to essentially no
vegetation in the far eastern end of the project area located along the Brook Industrial Site and
former railyard.
5.3.1 Wetlands
Federal (33 CFR 328.3(b); EO 11990) and State (N.J.A.C. 7:7A1.4) definitions of wetlands are
similar, identifying wetlands as “those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or
groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal
circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions.” As defined above, wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar
areas.
Wetland delineations were conducted in the project area in 1998 and then again in 2005 in
accordance with the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection Freshwater Wetlands
Protection Act Rules N.J.A.C. 7:7A-2.3 and with the 1989 Federal Manual for Identifying and
Delineating Jurisdictional Wetlands.
A forested wetland approximately 8.3 acres in size was identified in the project area (Corps
2000). Per NJDEP Freshwater Regulations, the wetlands are classified as intermediate resource
value meaning the quality of the wetlands is degraded due to their proximity to existing
industrial operations. In addition as per State regulations, a fifty foot transition area was
delineated from the boundary of the forested wetland. By definition, a transition area is “an area
of upland adjacent to a freshwater wetland which minimizes adverse impacts on the wetland or
serves as an integral component of the wetlands ecosystem.”
5.4 Wildlife and Fisheries Resources
The habitat of the project area includes state open water of the Raritan River, as well as
floodplain forested and scrub-shrub habitat on the riverbanks.
The freshwater, non-trout production and non-trout maintenance classified river supports fish
species such as common carp (Cyprinus carpio), white perch (Morone Americana), channel
catfish (Ictalaurs punctatus), eastern silvery minnow (Hybognathus regius) and other warm
water fisheries species and anadromous fish. The floodplain habitat of the project area exists in a
disturbed state, but does support habitat for mammals such as squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis),
eastern cottontail (Sylvilagus foridanus), white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) and other
species. Bird species tolerant of urban-suburban areas, such as American robin (Turdus
migratorius), European starling (Sturnus vulgaris), northern cardinal (Baeolophus bicolor), and
gray catbird (Dumetella carolinensis), utilize the riparian habitat of the project area, as does the
occasional great egret (Casmerodius albus), snowy egret (Egretta thula) or great blue heron
(Ardea herodias). Further information on fisheries and wildlife resources is included in the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (Service), Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Section 2(b) Report
included in Appendix B.
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5.4.1 Federal and State Endangered, Threatened and Special Concern Species
The District coordinated with the Service in 2006 to evaluate the site’s habitat, and to identify if
any Federally listed threatened or endangered species utilized the project area. During a site
visit, the Service identified potential roosting trees or foraging habitat for Indiana bat, a Federally
and State listed endangered species.
Indiana bats spend the winter hibernating in caves and mines. The Hibernia Mine located in
Hibernia, NJ, is a known Indiana bat hibernaculum. Female Indiana bats occupy summer
maternity roosts under the loose bark of dead or dying trees within riparian, floodplain, and
upland forests. Tree species commonly used as roost sites include American elm (Ulmus
Americana), slippery elm (Ulmus rubra), shagbark hickory (Carya ovata) silver maple (Acer
saccharinum), and green ash (Fraxinus pennsylanica). Adult males usually roost in trees near
maternity roosts, but some remain near the hibernaculum.
Preferred foraging areas are streams, associated flood plain forests, and impounded bodies of
water such as ponds and reservoirs. However, they have been observed upland forests; pastures
and clearings with early successional vegetation; cropland borders; and wooded fencerows
(USFWS 2006).
Other than the Indiana bat and an occasional transient bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) that
may be observed in the project vicinity, no other Federal or state endangered, threatenend or
special concern species is known to utilize the project area.
5.5 Environmental Contamination
As required by ER 1165-2-132 (Hazardous, Toxic and Radioactive Waste Guidance for Civil
Works, 26 June 1992), an assessment of hazardous, toxic, and radioactive waste (HTRW) was
conducted in the project area. Hazardous, Toxic, and Radioactive Waste (HTRW) are defined as
any “hazardous substance” regulated under Comprehensive, Environmental Response,
Compensation, Liability Act (CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. 9601 et seq, including “hazardous wastes”
under Section 3001 of the Resources Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C. 6921
et seq.
An ASTM Phase 1 database search of available environmental records was conducted for the
project area during preparation of the 1997 General Reevaluation Report and identified the
Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site (BIPSS) as a site in the vicinity of the proposed Segment
R2 (URS/Kupper 1996). Located on the northeastern end of the project area, the BIPSS is 4.5
acres in size and was included on the National Priorities List in 1989. In June 1994, a Remedial
Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) was completed and in September 1994, a Record of
Decision (ROD) was issued.
The RI, which focused on the industrial properties within the industrial park, recommended that
specific areas be targeted for remediation. These areas included interior surfaces of buildings,
soil collected from the building’s basement and subsurface pits and sediment from a drainage
ditch and tributary located behind the buildings. Remediation activities were completed in 2006
and a letter from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) stating that the remediation
objectives were achieved was signed on September 17, 2007 (Appendix E).
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As part of the remediation action, surficial (down to six inches) sediment samples were taken in
2001 and 2006 in the wooded area directly west of the area delineated as Superfund to determine
the extent of contamination attributed to the BIPSS. The test results indicated levels of arsenic
and chromium were above the NJDEP Non-Residential Direct Contact Soil Cleanup Criteria
allowable limit of 19 ppm and 20 ppm respectively. In the 2001 sampling effort, forty soil
samples taken in the area had chromium levels ranging from 24 to 101 ppm. Twenty-five of the
forty samples had arsenic levels ranging from 21 to 205 ppm. Eight additional soil samples were
taken in 2006 with chromium levels in the eight samples ranging from 48 to 90 ppm and four of
the eight samples with arsenic levels ranging from 20.9 to 52.9 (CAPE 2007). Based on its
investigations, the EPA concluded that the levels were not associated with the BIPSS but rather
contaminated with sediment from other sources upstream and downstream of the project area.
Correspondence stating to this effect is located in Appendix E.
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5.6 Cultural Resources
As an agency of the federal government, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) has certain
responsibilities concerning the protection and preservation of cultural resources within a project
area. The federal statutes regarding these responsibilities include Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, Executive Order 11593, and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation Procedures for the Protection of Historic and Cultural
Properties (36 CFR Part 800).
The Segment R-2 alignment was investigated in 1989/90 during the cultural resources
reconnaissance survey for the larger Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project (GBFDRP)
(Hunter Research 1990). No archaeological resources were identified in the R-2 vicinity. In
1998 a Programmatic Agreement (PA) for the overall GBFDRP was signed by the Corps, New
Jersey Historic Preservation Office (NJHPO) and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.
A number of structures and archeological sites within the larger project’s area of potential effect
(APE) were identified in the PA as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
Among those properties were the Lehigh Valley Railroad (LVRR) and Port Reading Railroad
(PRRR) Bridges in Bound Brook and the Central Railroad of New Jersey (CRRNJ) Main Line
Corridor Historic District (now New Jersey Transit’s Raritan Valley Line); all of which are
within the APE for Segment R-2. All construction elements associated with segment R-2 were
part of the original APE as defined in the PA but for the drainage feature proposed beneath the
LVRR/PRRR bridges. Since the PA was signed the eastern end of R-2, near the Bound Brook
Passenger Station of the former CRRNJ, has been redesigned to avoid impacts to this NRHPlisted property. The redesigned levee will run along the alignment of three abandoned parallel
railroad spurs and tie into the former CRRNJ rail line.
As per initial consultation with NJHPO staff, these abandoned spurs were likely part of Bound
Brook Junction, the interchange between the former Lehigh Valley Railroad and the Central
Railroad of New Jersey and would have been an important link in the rail system prior to railroad
consolidation. One of the spurs may have served the former Bound Brook Woolen Mills.
Portions of the woolen mills complex are extant but heavily altered. The mill complex was
determined not significant in the initial survey for the GBFDRP. A railroad round house was
located immediately east of the woolen mills but based on historic maps and photos it appears
that the spurs did not service the round house. The spurs may be significant in that they serviced
two NRHP eligible railroads and are contributing elements. The integrity of the spurs however
has been compromised and now just segments of the spurs remain. It is the Districts opinion that
the spurs are not eligible.
5.7 Air Quality
In accordance with the Clean Air Act of 1977, as amended, the EPA developed criteria to
establish the maximum allowable atmospheric concentrations of pollutants that may occur while
ensuring protection of public health and welfare, with a reasonable margin of safety. Areas
where the criteria pollutant level exceeds National Ambient Air Quality Standards are designated
as “nonattainment”. The project area is located within a moderate nonattainment zone for 8-hour
ozone, and a nonattainment zone for particulate matter (PM 2.5).
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The EPA measures community-wide air quality based on daily measured concentrations of six
criteria air pollutants; carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, respirable particulate matter, lead,
nitrogen dioxide, and ozone. Based on these measurements of air quality, the USEPA designates
attainment areas and non-attainment areas nationwide. Non-attainment areas are designated in
areas where air pollution levels persistently exceed the national ambient air quality standards.
Somerset County is located in the New York-New Jersey-Long Island Air Quality Control
Region. Similar to most urban industrial areas, emissions from automobiles, manufacturing
processes, utility plants, and refineries have impacted air quality in the Project Area. Based on
the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) six primary pollutants, Somerset County
is designated as a non-attainment area for ozone and carbon monoxide and an attainment area for
sulfur dioxide, respirable particulate matter (PM10 & PM2.5), lead and nitrogen oxide.
5.8 Socioeconomics
The Borough of Bound Brook has a population of 10,155 with 5,953 persons/square mile. The
population is comprised of 64% White, 34% Hispanic, and 2.5% African American. The median
household income is $46,858 (2000 U.S. Census Bureau). Approximately 10% of the population
is below the poverty line.

6.0 Environmental Impacts
6.1 Soils
A geotechnical analysis of the soil within the levee footprint determined that the in-situ soil does
not meet the specifications required for levee construction; therefore the soil within the levee
footprint will be excavated to a depth of six feet and replaced with a clay soil overlain with
topsoil. Due to space constraints and existing wetlands, the soil will be disposed of off-site.
Although the importation of soil will constitute a change in the existing soil type within the
immediate vicinity of the levee, no changes to the soil beyond the levee footprint are proposed.
A review of the soil description for the Rowland silt loam series developed by the United States
Department of Agriculture has indicated limited use in respect to farming, and road and structure
construction due to flooding and frost action; therefore, no significant impacts to the overall soil
characteristics are expected.
6.2 Water Quality
The proposed action may have minor turbidity increases to surface waters during construction as a
result of earth disturbance. The turbidity impacts are anticipated to be minor and will be controlled
to the extent practicable through use of best management practices identified in the soil and
sedimentation erosion control plan. The District will be applying for Soil and Sedimentation Erosion
Control and Request for Authorization permits from the Somerset Soil Conservation District prior to
construction. Construction fence will be utilized to delineate the construction work area. The
proposed project has been permitted by the NJDEP in accordance with the Freshwater Wetlands
Protection Act Rules (N.J.A.C. 7:7A) and Flood Hazard Control Act Rules (N.J.A.C. 7:13).
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6.3 Vegetation
Approximately three acres of upland vegetation will be removed in order to construct the levee,
predominantly along the westernmost portion of the project area where the levee parallels the
Middle Brook. The limits of construction have been minimized to greatest extent possible to
reduce. Upon completion of the levee, shrubs and trees will be planted and the area will be
reseeded with native or naturalized grasses and wildflowers. In addition to tree and shrub species
identified in Tables 1 and 2, eastern redcedar (Juniperus virginiana), white pine (Pinus strobus),
and hawthorn (Crataegus crusgalli inermis) will be planted to provide some screening from the
view of the levee for the westernmost residence on West Main street.
6.3.1 Wetlands
Approximately 7.287 acres of forested wetland and 1.835 acres of transition area will be
permanently impacted as a result of project implementation. In addition, 0.954 acres of wetland
and 0.881 acres of transition area will be temporarily impacted as a result of the construction
equipment access. The temporary impacts will be mitigated on-site through landscape restoration
plans that involve both seeding and planting of native shrubs and trees aside the levee alignment.
Plant species to be utilized for on-site mitigation are included in Tables 1 and 2. The floodplain
area to be planted will also be seeded with a grass and wildflower mix of native and naturalized
species. The levee itself will receive turf grass mix for maintenance requirements. Design
modifications were made to ensure the hydrology of the project area was maintained in an effort
to sustain the wetlands. Due to space constraints, the permanent impacts will be mitigated by the
construction of wetlands at the Finderne Wetland Mitigation Site. No additional wetland impacts
will occur as a result of the District’s strategy in dealing with the contaminated soil as described
in Section 6.5.
Table 1: On-Site Mitigation Shrub Species
Scientific Name
Aronia melonacarpa
Cornus sericea
Salix discolor
Sambucus canadensis
Aronia melonacarpa
Spirea corymbosa
Viburnum dentatum
Viburnum lentago
Cornus racemosa
Juniperus virginiana
Rhus glabra
Vaccinium angustifolium
Viburnum acerifolium
Aronia melonacarpa
Clethra alnifolia
Hamamelis virginiana
Viburnum dentatum
Viburnum lentago
Alnus rugosa

Common Name
Black chokeberry
Redosier dogwood
Pussy willow
Elderberry
Black chokeberry
Corymed spirea
Arrowwood
Nannyberry
Gray dogwood
Eastern redcedar
Smooth sumac
Highbush
blueberry
Mapleleaf
viburnum
Black chokeberry
Summersweet
Witchhazel
Arrowwood
Nannyberry
Speckled alder
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Cornus amomum
Salix discolor
Spirea tomentosa
Viburnum dentatum

Silky dogwood
Pussy willow
Steeplebush spirea
Arrowwood

Table 2: On-Site Mitigation Tree Species
Scientific Name
Cercis canadensis
Betula populifolia
Carya ovata
Celtis occidentalis
Fraxinus americanus
Acer rubrum
Acer negundo
Amelanchier canadensis
Nyssa sylvatica
Quercus phellos
Acer saccharinum
Betula nigra
Fraxinus pennsylvanica
Lindera benzoin
Quercus palustris
Scientific Name
Acer rubrum
Acer saccharinum
Liquidambar styraciflua
Quercus palustris
Salix nigra

Common Name
Eastern redbud
Gray birch
Shagbark hickory
Hackberry
White ash
Red maple
Box elder
Shadbush
Black gum
Willow oak
Silver maple
River birch
Green ash
Spicebush
Pin oak
Common Name
Red maple
Silver maple
Sweetgum
Pin oak
Black willow

6.4 Wildlife and Fisheries Resources
The proposed project is not anticipated to significantly affect wildlife and fisheries resources.
Construction activities will temporarily displace animals that utilize the forest such as birds,
squirrels, raccoons, etc., but they are anticipated to return to the area post-construction. The
removal of mature trees to construct the levee will result in a semi-permanent loss of potential
roosting and nesting sites until the shrub and tree species planted after levee construction mature.
The contaminant exposure risk to wildlife resources is considered minimal since construction
activities will cause resident species to leave the area. Additionally, material will be excavated
and disposed off-site, further reducing exposure risk. Areas disturbed for temporary access
during construction will be reseeded upon completion so the long term exposure risk is minimal.
To protect aquatic resources, erosion and sediment control best management practices will be
implemented to reduce the introduction of sediment into open water surfaces.
6.4.1 Federal and State Endangered, Threatened and Special Concern Species
A survey was performed over the course of two nights in August 2007 to verify the presence or
absence of Indiana bat. A total of four nets were set in two locations; two nets along the Middle
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Brook and two nets along a wooded trail parallel to the railroad tracks. No Indiana bats were
captured, thus satisfying the Endangered and Threatened species coordination with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service.
6.5 Environmental Contamination
Arsenic and chromium naturally occur in soils in levels that vary with the geologic
characteristics of the parent material. Although the levels of arsenic and chromium found in
portions of the western area exceed the NJDEP Non-Residential Direct Contact Soil Clean Up
Criteria, they are not considered hazardous.
As mentioned in Section 6.1 Soils, the soil has been deemed inadequate to use for levee
construction and will be excavated and disposed of off-site. During construction, the contractor
shall be responsible for taking composite soil samples within the levee footprint, testing them for
all contaminant parameters and coordinating the results with NJDEP to determine the proper offsite disposal of the material. Additionally, given that the levee is being constructed close to the
Raritan River and that excavation will extend down six feet, the potential of encountering ground
water exists. The contractor will be required to test the water for contaminants and should levels
exceed the criteria established by NJDEP, the water will be pumped to open pits and allowed to
seep back into the ground. Since the recharge pits will excavated within the levee footprint, they
will be backfilled with the material used to construct the levee. The pits will be opened and
closed in small increments to reduce exposure risk to humans and wildlife.
The District has coordinated with and has obtained concurrence from the EPA Remediation
Project Manager and the NJDEP Site Remediation Officer assigned to the BIPSS to use this
approach. Further, the EPA Remediation Project Manager has verified that the wooded area to
the west of the BIPSS is not nor will be part of the BIPSS. The District will continue to
coordinate with the EPA Remediation Project Manager and the NJDEP Site Remediation Officer
during construction. The District will continue to coordinate with the NJDEP Site Remediation case
worker to implement proper safety and environmental measures in the event additional site testing
indicates contaminated groundwater.
In regards to the floodwall, the EPA conducted aggressive remediation within the foot print of
the proposed floodwall and extended remediation activities down into the water table to ensure
that the floodwall construction would not expose any remaining contaminants. Given that the
floodwall will not extend down to the water table, no exposure to contaminants is expected.
The primary exposure pathway for humans of arsenic and chromium is through ingestion.
Exposure to arsenic and chromium would be greatest during excavation of soil for the levee. To
reduce health risks, the construction contractor will be required to develop a Health and Safety
Work Plan to be followed during all construction activities to minimize any release of
contaminated materials, and also to protect workers’ health. Exposure risk to residents is
considered to be minimal given that the levee is setback from residences and is in an isolated
area rarely used by the local community.
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6.6 Cultural Resources
Segment R-2 was re-designed to avoid any adverse effects associated with tying a levee into the
east-bound shed and platform of the Bound Brook Passenger Station on the former CRRNJ as
was originally proposed. As per the PA, treatment plans were to be developed to mitigate for
effects to the station. These plans are no longer required due to avoidance through re-design.
The redesigned levee will run along the alignment of three abandoned parallel railroad spurs and
tie into the former CRRNJ rail line. It is the Districts opinion that the spurs are not eligible for
the NRHP.
A pump station will be built into the earthen levee adjacent to the historic railroad bridges. The
structure will be visible from the historic LVRR/PRRR corridors as the working floor of the
building is designed to be six inches higher then the top elevation of the levee. The roof of the
pump house will be 15 feet above the top of the rail embankment. Drainage from the pump
station will be through a pipe that debouches into the Raritan River. The pipe will run under the
LVRR and PRRR bridges. The bridges and abutments will not be impacted by construction and
the District will conduct a pre-construction survey, periodic inspections and a post-construction
survey of the bridges to monitor their condition during construction.. An open stone-lined swale
was originally proposed to carry the outflow but the design has since been changed to a buried
pipe. It is the District’s opinion that the construction will have a temporary impact on the bridge
that will be mitigated through the proposed monitoring plan. The final design, employing a
buried pipe to channel flow, will have no effect on the historic railroad bridges or corridors.
Presently, NJHPO is reviewing the final plans for the pump house and the drainage pipe to be
constructed under the historic railroad bridges. Also under review is the Districts determination
that the abandoned railroad spurs are not eligible for the NRHP (Appendix E). Pending NJHPO
concurrence the construction of Segment R-2 will have no effect on cultural resources.
6.7 Air Quality and Noise
Air Quality
Construction emissions for the proposed project have been estimated to be below the Federal de
minimis thresholds in accordance with the Clean Air Act. The emissions will be below the
thresholds of 100 tons/year for NOx, 50 tons/year for VOC, and below 100 tons/year for PM2.5.
The emissions from the project are considered to have an insignificant impact on the regional air
quality, and according to 40 CFR 93.153 (f) and (g), the proposed project is presumed to
conform to the State Implementation Plan. A General Conformity, Record of Non-Applicability
(RONA) and associated air emissions calculations are included in Appendix C of this document.
Noise
The proposed action would increase noise levels in the immediate vicinity due to operation of
construction equipment. Due to the surrounding industrial uses and the active railroad, the
project is not anticipated to significantly adversely impact any residential communities. Wildlife
in the area may be temporarily displaced during active construction, but would be expected to
return to the project area post-construction. The impacts of noise will be mitigated to the extent
possible through restriction of the work hours within normal operating hours (7 a.m. to 7 p.m.),
and by coordinating with the local communities to comply with any locally enforced noise
ordinances or work periods.
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6.8 Socioeconomics
The proposed action will not adversely impact the socioeconomic environment of the area.
Rather, the completion of Segment R2 signifies the overall completion of the Bound Brook
Element which will result in providing flood damage reduction benefits that include reduced
flood insurance costs, protection of business and residential structures, improved public health
and safety, reduced traffic delays, and emergency access for the fire department, medical
personnel and police protection.
6.8.1 Environmental Justice
Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to address Environmental Justice in Minority and Low
Income Populations mandates that each federal agency will identify and address potential
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its activities on
minority populations and low income populations.
No significant environmental impacts on the human population are anticipated as a result of the
proposed action. The selected plan, including actions proposed to handle the contaminated soil,
will not result in any significant adverse impacts to the surrounding community, therefore a
disproportionate negative impact on minority or low-income groups in the community is not
anticipated and a full evaluation of Environmental Justice issues are not required for this EA.
6.9 Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative impacts refer to one or more individual impacts, which when considered together,
are considerable or which compound or increase the other’s impacts. The cumulative impact
from several projects is the change in the environment that results from the incremental impact
of the selected plan when added to other closely related past, present or reasonably foreseeable
future projects.
Past actions that need to be considered against the proposed action include construction of other
segments of Element No. 1. The proposed construction may overlap with the Talmadge Avenue
Bridge construction. However, the overlap of the construction activities is not anticipated to
result in any adverse environmental impacts.
In regards to natural resources, the construction of the Bound Brook Element will permanently
impact a total of 7.6 acres of forested wetland, 0.13 acres of wetlands associated with drainage
ditches or swales and 0.26 acres of scrub shrub wetlands. These impacts will be mitigated
through the use of mitigation credits generated by the Finderne Farms mitigation site.
There are no known future development plans in the immediate Segment R2 project area;
therefore no cumulative impacts resulting from further land disturbance are expected. However,
the completion of Segment R2 will provide a cumulative benefit of flood damage reduction to
the entire community of Bound Brook. The data provided in the May 2007 BIPSS Removal
Action report does not alter this conclusion.
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7.0 Public and Agency Coordination
The Draft Environmental Assessment was coordinated with the public and involved agencies
through targeted mailings, placement of the report in public repositories such as the local library
and by advertisement of the documents availability on the New York District’s website.
The Notice of Availability of the Draft Environmental Assessment was issued on September 12,
2008 and had an 18-day public comment period, ending on September 29, 2008. The District did
not receive correspondence from. The mailing list and public notices can be found in Appendix
E.
The proposed Segment R2 has been coordinated with the NJDEP Land Use Regulation Program
Office. A Stream Encroachment and Freshwater Wetlands Permit have been issued for the
project (Appendix F). The District has coordinated with the EPA and the NJDEP Site
Remediation Office to address contaminant concerns in accordance with applicable agency
regulations. The Corps has coordinated with the State Historic Preservation Office on the plans
for the pump house and drainage pipe and is currently awaiting concurrence with the District’s
opinion of no impact. Correspondence pertaining to Cultural Resources is located in Appendix
C. The Corps has coordinated the proposed action with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(Appendix B). The circulation of this Environmental Assessment for public comment fulfills
public coordination requirements in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of
1970. The action has been coordinated with the State and local partners of the Green Brook
Flood Damage Reduction Project, including NJDEP, Somerset County as well as with the Green
Brook Flood Control Commission.

8.0 Conclusion
In summary, the levels of arsenic and chromium occurring in the Segment R2 project area and
the strategy the District will employ to deal with the contaminated soil is not anticipated to have
significant adverse impacts on the environment, and is therefore documented with a Finding of
No Significant Impact (FONSI). The requirements for the contractor to conduct additional soil
sampling and coordinate the appropriate disposal method with NJDEP sufficiently address the
new information regarding project site conditions. The proposed project is necessary to complete
Element No. 1 of the Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project and ultimately provide
flood damage reduction for the Borough of Bound Brook that will benefit the economics, health
and safety of the residents. Temporary disturbance to floodplain and wetland habitat will be
mitigated on-site through site landscaping and permanent floodplain and wetland impacts will be
mitigated offsite at the Finderne Farms mitigation site. Therefore, a supplemental EIS is not
required.
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Table 3. Summary of Primary Federal and State Laws and Regulations Applicable to the
Proposed Project
Federal
Legislative Title U.S. Code/Other

Compliance

Clean Air Act

42 U.S.C. §§ 7401-7671g

Clean Water Act

33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 et seq.

Endangered Species Act of
1973

16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.

Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act
National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969

16 U.S.C. § 661 et seq.

National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966

16 U.S.C. §§ 470 et seq.

Executive Order 11990,
Protection of Wetlands

May 24, 1977

Executive Order 13045,
Protection of Children from
Environmental Health Risks
and Safety Risks

April 21, 1997

42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4347

An air quality analysis was completed for the
project. Based upon the completed analysis,
the emissions from the project are considered
to have an insignificant impact on the regional
air quality, and according to 40 CFR 93.153 (f)
and (g) the proposed project is presumed to
conform to the SIP. A Record of NonApplicability is located in Appendix C
The Corps has received a water quality permit
from NJDEP to fulfill the requirements of
Section 404 of this act. The cover letter to the
permit is provided in Appendix F. A 404(b)
Review is also included in this report in
Appendix A.
Information provided by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service indicates that the proposed
project will not have adverse impacts to any
endangered or threatened species.
The Corps has coordinated with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. See Appendix B.
The circulation of the Finding of No
Significant Impact fulfills requirements of this
act.
The Corps has continued to coordinate with
the State Historic Preservation Office to fulfill
requirements of this act. Correspondence
indicating SHPO’s non objection to the project
is located in Appendix E.
Circulation of this report for public and
agency review fulfills the requirements of this
order.
Implementation of this project will reduce
environmental health risks. Circulation of this
report for public and agency review fulfills the
requirements of this order.

State
Legislative Title and code/date
NJDEP Rules and
N.J.A.C. 7:13 (N.J.S.A
Regulations – Stream
58:16A)
Encroachment
NJDEP Rules and
N.J.A.C. 7:7A
Regulations – Freshwater
(N.J.S.A. 13:9B)
Wetlands Permit

Compliance
Received Permit. Refer to Appendix E.

Received Permit. Refer to Appendix E.
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Appendix A
Section 404 (b)(1) Evaluation

Segment R2 Levee and Floodwall Construction, Bound Brook, Somerset County, NJ
Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project
Section 404 (b)(1) Evaluation
I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
a. Location: Borough of Bound Brook, Somerset County, New Jersey.
b. General Description: Installation of 3,000 feet of levee and 740 feet of floodwall along the
northern bank of the Raritan River and 1,000 feet of levee along the west bank of Middle
Brook.
c. Authority and Purpose:
The study has been authorized under Section 401a of the Flood Control Act of 1986 as
amended, to study and construct flood damage reduction measures for public works and
non-profit public services. The purpose of the project is to provide flood damage
reduction measures to the community of the Borough of Bound Brook.
d. General Description of Fill Material
1.) Characteristics of Material: Material used to construct the levee will be clean fill that
meets Corps specifications for levee construction. Other materials used in association of
levee construction includes rip rap around discharge outlets to reduce discharge velocities
and prevent scouring and soil erosion. The floodwall will be constructed of concrete.
2.) Quantity of Material: 34,000cy soil and 500 cy of stone
3.) Source of Material: The rock will be obtained from a local quarry. Soil fill will be
clean material and will be acquired at an adequate site.
e. Description of the Proposed Discharge Sites
1.) Location: The discharge site is located on along the northern riverbank of the Raritan
River and the eastern streambank of the Middle Brook in the Borough of Bound
Brook, New Jersey.
2.) Size: Approximately 3,740 ft of floodwall and levee will be installed along the
northern riverbank of the Raritan River and 1,000 feet of earthen levee will be installed
along the eastern streambank of Middle Brook.
3.) Type of Site: The project area is a mix of residential and industrial uses and forested
upland and wetland.
4.) Types of Habitat: The project area is predominantly located in upland forest and
forested wetland. The eastern portion of the project area is developed for industrial
uses and has minimal habitat. The aquatic habitat consists nontidal freshwater
classified as FW2-NT (general fresh surface water, non-trout) by NJDEP.
5.) Time and Duration of Disposal: Construction of levee and floodwall system will take
approximately two years.
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f. Description of Disposal Method: Land based construction equipment will be used to
excavate and
II. FACTUAL DETERMINATION
a. Physical Substrate Determinations
1) Substrate Evaluation and Slope: Soils in the project area include Urban Land, and
Rowland silt loam series. The project area is generally flat.
2) Sediment Type: The channel bottom substrate consists mainly of cobble and gravel.
3) Dredged/Fill Material Movement: As the levees and floodwalls are set bank from the
Raritan and Middle Brook, no fill will be directly placed in open water. Fill activities
will occur in freshwater wetlands. Placement and grading of fill, riprap and concrete
will result in the temporary disturbance of 0.954 acres of forested wetlands and the
permanent loss of 7.287 acres of forested wetlands. Temporary wetland impacts will
be mitigated through on-site restoration following completion of construction
activities. Permanent wetland impacts will be mitigated by utilizing credits generated
from the construction of the Finderne Farms mitigation site located in Bridgewater
Township, approximately three miles from the R2 project area.
4) Physical Effects on Stream Bottom: The project is not expected to change the existing
substrate or characteristics of either the Raritan River or Middle Brook given that the
levee and floodwalls are setback from the immediate streambanks.
5) Other Effects: Due to the small size of the project, no unique or other effects are
anticipated from this project.
6) Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts: Best management practices, include but not
limited to cofferdams, silt fencing and straw bales will be utilized during construction.
Additionally, work will be limited to that which can be completed and stabilized in one
day.
b. Water Circulation, Fluctuation and Salinity Determinations
1) Water, Consider Effects on:
a. Salinity- No effect
b. Water Chemistry- No effect
c. Clarity- Water clarity may be slightly impacted during construction activities; No
long-term effect is anticipated.
d. Color- No effect
e. Odor- No effect
f. Taste – No effect
g. Dissolved Gas Levels- No effect
h. Nutrients- No effects
i. Eutrophication- No effect
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j. Others as Appropriate- No other adverse impacts are anticipated from the project.
2) Current Patterns and Circulation:
a. Current Patterns and Flow- The project will not impact normal flows.
b. Velocity- The project will not impact velocities of the Raritan River or the
Middle Brook
c. Stratification- The project will not impact stratification.
d. Hydrologic Regime- No effect.
3) Normal Water Level Fluctuations: The project will not cause any change in normal
water levels within the project area.
4) Salinity Gradients: Not applicable
5) Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts: Erosion and sediment control practices will be
utilized during construction.
c. Suspended Particulate/Turbidity Determinations.
1) Expected Changes in Suspended Particulates and Turbidity Levels in Vicinity of
Disposal Sites: Effects of the proposed project on turbidity and suspended sediment
concentrations will be minimal.
2) Effects on Chemical/Physical Properties of the Water Column:
a. Light Penetration- No effect
b. Dissolved Oxygen- No effect
c. Toxic Metals and Organics- Levels exceeding the NJDEP soil clean up criteria for
arsenic and chromium have been documented in the project area. In areas requiring
excavation to construct the levee, the soil will be tested and disposed of at a disposal
facility permitted to accept contaminated non hazardous material. Erosion and
sediment controls will be employed to minimize the introduction of contaminated soil
into the Raritan River and Middle Brook.
d. Pathogens- The project will not cause any change in pathogen levels as no sewage
or animal waste use or treatment is involved.
e. Aesthetics- The aesthetics of the project area will be somewhat compromised as the
majority of the project area behind the residences is forested. Restoration of grass
and shrub and tree species will be implemented to restore the vegetation.
f. Others as Appropriate- Not applicable
3) Effects on Biota:
a. Primary Production, Photosynthesis- Not applicable
b. Suspension/ Filter Feeders- No impact is expected. Erosion and sediment control
best management practices will be implemented during construction to reduce
sedimentation to the Raritan River and Middle Brook.
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c. Sight Feeders- No impact is expected.
4) Actions Taken to Minimize Impacts: Erosion and sediment controls will be
implemented during construction.
d. Contaminant Determinations: Levels exceeding the NJDEP soil clean up criteria for
arsenic and chromium have been documented in the project area. In areas requiring
excavation to construct the levee, the soil will be tested and disposed of at a facility
permitted to accept contaminated material. Erosion and sediment controls will be
employed to minimize the introduction of contaminated soil into the Raritan River and
Middle Brook. All fill material will be clean and will not pose a risk.
e. Aquatic Ecosystem and Organism Determinations.
1) Effects on Plankton: No effect.
2) Effects on Benthos: No effect.
3) Effects on Nekton: No effect.
4) Effects on Aquatic Food Web: No effect.
5) Effects on Special Aquatic Sites:
a. Sanctuaries and Refuges- Non applicable
b. Wetlands- 7.287 acres of forested wetland will be permanently impacted by
construction of the levee and floodwall with 0.954 acres of forested wetland being
temporarily impacted during construction.
c. Mudflats- Non applicable
d. Vegetated Shallows- Not applicable
e. Coral Reefs- Not applicable
f. Riffle and Pool Complexes- No effect
6) Threatened and Endangered Species: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service deemed the
site as potentially having Indiana bat habitat and required a survey to determine the
presence or absence of Indiana bat. The survey was performed in October 2006
resulting in no Indiana bat captures therefore concluding the Endangered and
Threatened species consultation. With the exception of transient bald eagle, no other
state or Federally Threatened, Endangered species are known to inhabit the project
area and will therefore not be adversely impacted from project implementation.
7) Other Wildlife: The project is not expected to have significant long-term impacts on
the waterfowl, upland birds or mammals in the project area.
8) Actions to Minimize Impacts: Best management practices including but not limited to
silt fence, cofferdams and turbidity curtains will be utilized during construction.
f. Proposed Disposal Site Determinations
1) Mixing Zone: Not applicable
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2) Determination of Compliance with Applicable Water Quality Standards: Fill will be
clean construction material and will meet water quality standards.
3) Potential Effects on Human Use Characteristic:
a. Municipal and Private Water Supply - The Raritan River and Middle Brook are not
used as a water supply so no direct or indirect adverse impacts to the municipal
water supply form project implementation are expected.
b. Recreational and Commercial Fisheries - The project is not expected to have any
adverse impacts to recreational or commercial fisheries.
c. Water Related Recreation- The Raritan River and Middle Brook are not used for
recreational purposes within the project area, therefore no permanent or temporary
adverse impacts are expected as a result of project implementation.
d. Aesthetics - Removal of mature trees to construct the levee will reduce the
aesthetics of the project area. However, the need for flood protection to homes and
businesses within Bound Brook Borough outweighs these. The limits of
disturbance of the project area have been minimized to the greatest extent possible
and setting back the levee from residential homes will minimize the direct impacts
the levee will have on views. In addition native shrubs and trees will be planted
once construction has been completed.
e. Parks, National and Historical Monuments, National Seashores, Wilderness Areas,
Research Sites, and Similar Preserves - Not Applicable
g. Determination of Cumulative Effects on the Aquatic Ecosystem.
The Segment R2 project is a component of the larger Bound Brook Element of the
Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project. Other components comprising of
levees, buyouts and floodwalls have been implemented throughout the Borough of
Bound Brook and within the vicinity of the R2 project area. The majority of the
cumulative impacts have been through the temporary disturbance and permanent
loss of freshwater wetlands. The Finderne Farms mitigation area is serving as
mitigation for the impacts to wetlands. Cumulative impacts to the river system are
not considered significant as most of the flood damage reduction measures are set
back from the river bank
h. Determination of Secondary Effects on the Aquatic Ecosystem.
No secondary effects on the aquatic ecosystem are expected from this project.
III. FINDINGS OF COMPLIANCE OR NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THE RESTRICTIONS
ON DISCHARGE.
a. No significant adaptation of the Section 404(b)(1) guidelines was made relative to this
evaluation.
b. The objective of protecting Bound Brook Borough from catastrophic flood damages
necessitates the implementation of the floodwalls and levees.
c. The proposed activity will not violate the Toxic Effluent Standards of Section 307 of the
Clean Water Act.

September 2008
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d. The proposed disposal operations will not harm any Federal or state endangered species
or its critical habitat under the Endangered Species Act of 1973.
e. The proposed discharge of fill material will not result in significant adverse effects on
human health and welfare, including municipal and private water supplies, fish, wildlife,
and special aquatic sites. The life stages of aquatic life and other wildlife will not be
significantly affected. Significant adverse effects on aquatic ecosystem diversity,
productivity and stability, and recreational, aesthetic and economic values are not
expected to occur.
f. Appropriate steps to minimize potential adverse impacts of the discharge of fill material
include the implementation of an erosion and sediment control plan and judicious
engineering practices.

September 2008
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Appendix B
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report
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Dear Mr. Houston:
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) has reviewed your responses to our October 11,
2006 recommendations for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New York District's (CorpS)
Green Brook Flood COlltrol Project: Proposed Segment R2 Levee, Bound Brook Borough,
Somerset County, New Jersey. The Service provides this final Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act (FWCA) (48 Stat. 401, as amended; ] 6 U.S.C. 661 et seq.) Section 2(b) report in accordance
with our Fiscal Year-2005 Scope-of-Work agreement. This final FWCA report is based on plans
and information provided by the Corps. Responses to the Corps' October 2,2007 comments on
our draft FWCA repOlt are incorporated. Our final FWCA report has been coordinated with the
New .Jersey Division ofFish and Wildlife (NJDFW).

AUTHORITY
The following comments are provided pursuant to Section 2(b) of the FWCA. Comments are
also provided under the authority of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) (87 Slat. 884, as
amended; 16 U.S.c. 1531 el seq.) and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 (MBTA) (40 Stat.
775, as amended; 16 U.S.c. 703-712), and arc consistent with the intent of the Service's
Mitigation Policy (Federal Register, Vol. 46, No. 15, Jan. 23,1981).

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
As described in various project matcrials, communications fi'om COlVS statI and our draft
FWCA report, the proposed Segment R2 project includes construction ofthe remaining
structural flood d~nnagc reductiDn features ofElen1ent Nn 1 of the Green Brook Flood Control
Project located in Bound Brook, Somerset County, New Jersey. The features include the
continuation of the levee alignment south from Segment Rl, parallel to the Middle Brook, and

eastward to the Segment R2 Pump Station (RL-1 Pump Station), parallel to the Raritan River
(Enclosure 1). A floodwall will be constructed east of the pump station due to space constraints
at the Brook Industrial Parle The eastern cxtent ofthe R2 alignment consists of a low-height
embankment that ties into high growld at the Bound Brook New Jersey Transit Rail Station. In
addition to the levee and floodwall alignment, Segment R2 includes the raising of Talmadge
Avenue Bridge, the construction of two closure structures, and the installation of diversion
cnlvert pipes to address potential interior drainage from the proposed project. Talmadge Avenue
Bridge is anticipated to be the first funded construction feature of Segment R2, scheduled for
fiscal year 2007. The objective of these project features is to reduce potential temporary
flooding along the Raritan River that may occur during the build-out period of the Green Brook
Flood Control Project. Upon installation of levee, floodwall, and closure structures and raising
the bridge, the banks of the river would be restored to provide habitats for wildlife and to aid in
flood-water storage.
The Segment R2 project can be fllliher described as:
• construction of approximately 3,030 linear feet of levee south of the NJ Transit NOliheast
Corridor Railroad Line from Station 32+07 to 62+38.35;
• construction of the RL-1 Pump Station at Station 63-,-62 with the capability to pump
flood water at approximately 180 cubic feet per second (cfs);
• constmction of approximately 730 linear feet offloodwall from Station 65+35 to Station
72+63, and 6651inear feet of impervious embankment from Station 72+63 to 79+28;
• constmction of two 90-foot roller-gate closure structures at South Main Street and at the
New Jersey Transit Northeast Corridor Railroad Line in the vicinity of Talmadge
Avenue;
• recreational enhancement (grading, fill, re-vegetating) of a baseball field referred to as
Rock Machine Park in the vicinity of the RL-l Pump Station;
• construction of diversion culveli pipes interior to the levee aligmnent for drainage; and
• reconstmction of Talmadge Avenue Bridge to raise the bridge deck.
The Segment R2 win utilize off-site mitigation credits available from the Finderne Farm
Mitigation Site to mitigate for 7.287 acres of unavoidable permanent adverse impacts to forested
floodplain wetland, and 1.835 acres of unavoidable permanent impacts to transition areas. The
Service provided a separate FWCA repoli on the proposed Finderne Farm Mitigation Site to the
Corps on September 12, 2006. Temporary impacts to 0.954 acres of wetland and 0.881 acres of
transition area will be mitigated on-site in Bound Brook through landscape restoration that
involves both seeding and planting of native shrubs and trees.

METHODS
The draft report is based on review of information provided by the Corps, Service fIles and
library, and field notes gathered during a site visit on August 17, 2006. The Service has
coordinated this review with the New Jersey Depmiment of Environmental Protection (NJDEP),
including the NJDFW. FUliher, we have searched our Geographic Inlormation System (GIS)
database for lwown locations of federally listed species, wetlands, mld other impOliant habitat
types within or near the project area. We also searched lor Statc-listed species and State priority
species in the project area llsing available GIS database inlormation.
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NATURAL RESOURCES
Landscape
The Green Brook sub-basin is characterized as largely suburban and industrialized. Because of
the highly developed nature ofthe Green Brook sub-basin, wildlife resources are limited except
for some patchy palustrine forested wetland floodplains (PFO) within riparian corridors. The
north bank of floodplain within the Segment R2 project area contains a sparse understory and
many large, mature trees that fonn a si,,'11ificant forest canopy within the floodplain, but the
majority of the site has been distnrbed and is open to sunlight. The dominant trees fonnd in
riparian corridors in suburban areas include red maples (AceI' rubrllm), silver maple (A.
saccharil1um), pin oak (Quercus palustris), honey locust (Gleditsia triacal1thos), green ash
(Fraxil1us pennsylval1ica), black willow (Salix nigra), American elm (Ulmus americana), and
American sycamore (Platanus occidentalis). TIle understory consists of small trees such as box
elder (A. l1egundo), gray birch (Betula populifolia), and American hornbeam (Cwpinus carolina)
(Louis Berger & Associates, Inc. 1998: 2000). A variety ofshrnbs, grasses, and exotic and
invasive species cover the forested floodplain floor, including tree-of-heaven (Ailanthus
altissima), multiflora rose (Rosa multiflora), Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica), and
common reed (Phragmites australis).

Green Brook Sub-basin (Middle BrooklRaritan River)
The Green Brook sub-basin of the Raritan River Basin drains an area of 65 square miles entering
the mainstem of the Raritan River at Bound Brook at river mile 20.4 (Rutkosky 1992; U.S. Anny
Corps of Engineers 1997; 2006). Middle Brook is a tributary of the Raritan River that is not
within the Green Brook sub-basin (Rutkosky 1993). The NJDFW classifies the basin waters by
their ability to support species of trout (Salmonidae) (New Jersey Division ofFish and Wildlife
2004). In 1976, waters of the Green Brook sub-basin were classified by the NJDFW as FW-3,
suitable for maintenance, migration, and propagation of natural established biota. By 1990,
Green Brook sub-basin water quality was classified by NJDFW as FW-2 (Rutkosky 1990).
Currently, all Green Brook sub-basin waters are classified as FW-2-Non-Trout (New Jersey
Division ofFish and Wildlife 2004).

Soils
The majority of soils at the Segment R2 project area are classified and mapped as Rowland silt
loam (Ro) series along the nOlth bank. The eastern portion of project area contains Urban Land
(Um) (Louis Berger & Associates, Inc. 1998; 2000). The Ro series soil is found along the banks
of the major drainage features of the site as well as in large floodplain areas. The organic matter
content is medium to high. Runotl is slow and the hazard of erosion is slight. Included with Ro
soil in mapping are areas of sandy loam, loam, and b'Tavel]y loam soils.
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Environmental Contaminants

The Service understands that property adjacent to the proposed floodwall and levee contains the
Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site (BIPSS). Examination ofBIPSS remedial documents
indicate the presence of2, 3, 7, 8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, heavy metals, and organochlorine
pesticides at the BIPSS. Remedial actions are currently being conducted at the BIPSS under the
direction of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). In September 2006, the Service
in discussion with the EPA's BIPSS Remedial Project Manager (RPM), understood that the
soils/sediment on the riverside of the proposed floodwall and levee contain contaminants at
concentrations above regulatory limits. The RPM has advised the Service that two analytical
datasets are being prepared: the first delineating the nature and extent of soil/sediment
contamination and the second being post-excavation validation samples in the area of the
proposed floodwall and levee. In the absence of these datasets, there is insufficient information
for the Service to comment on contaminant issues that could potentially adversely affect trust
resources under Service jurisdiction. The Service requests copies of the datasets when available
for review.
Should examination of the aforementioned contaminant datasets indicate soil/sediment
contamination at levels that could adversely affect trust resources under Service jurisdiction, the
Service would require additional information about the Corps's contingency plans to avoid
and/or minimize contaminant transport during floodwall and levee installati on or through
riverbank scouring after installation. Moreover, the Service could not support installation of the
proposed floodwall and levee if such action forfeits the selection of any effective remedial
altemative for BIPSS-related contamination.
The Service is concemed that the proposed installation of a 48-inch pipe through the levee on the
westem end of the proposed floodwall could provide a conduit for contanlinants between the
BIPSS and the Raritan River. Therefore, the Service requests that infoDnation documenting that
BIPSS-related contamination in the drainage area being served by the proposed 48-inch drain
pipc has been remediated prior to project construction to a condition (i.e., capped, excavated)
such that contaminants cannot be transported off-site through the proposed 48-inch drain pipe. If
the BIPSS property contamination has not been fully remediated or post-remedial conditions
exist where residual contamination could be transport off-site via the proposed 48-inch drain
pipe, the Service requests a copy of the Corps contingency plan for avoiding or minimizing
BIPSS-related contamination for review.
The Rock Machine Park is listed in the NJDEP's Known Contaminated Sites in NJ Report til
Edition (Spring 2006) as Cl. The CI designation signifies that remediation does not require a
formal design, that the source of the contamination is known or has been identified, and there is a
potential for groundwater contamination. The Service requests the Corps to provide the
following infoDl1ation: the nature and extent of contamination: the status of remedial action(s):
infOlmation regarding potential or documented transport of site-related contaminatcs off-site;
proposed or implemented remedies; and post-remedial monitoring data if available.
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The Service also recommends that the Corps provide documentation of the applicability and
adherence to the Hazardous, Toxic and Radioactive Waste (HTRW) Guidance for Civil Works
Projects (Regulation No. 1165-2-132) as part of the project plan.
Federally Listed Species

Indiana Bat
The project site is located within the geographic range of the Indiana bat (Afyot/s sodalis) which
is federally listed as endangered pursuant to the ESA. Indiana bats hibemate in caves and
abandoned mine shafts from October through April. Between April and August, Indiana bats
inhabit floodplain, riparian, and upland forests, roosting under loose tree bark during the day, and
foraging for flying insects in and around the tree canopy at night. During summer months,
numerous females roost together in matemity colonies. Matemity colonies use mUltiple roosts in
both living and dead trees. From late August to mid-November, Indiana bats congregate in the
vicinity of their hibemacula, building up fat reserves for hibemation (Harvey 1992). Protection
ofIndiana bats during all phases of their allliuallife cycle is essential to the long term
conservation of this species. Threats to the Indiana bat include disturbance or killing of
hibernating and matemity colonies; vandalism and improper gating of hibemacul a;
fragmentation, degradation, and destruction of forested summer habitats; alld use of pesticides
and other envirOlllilental contaminants (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1999).
During the August 17,2006 site visit, the Service identified potential roosting trees or foraging
habitat for the Indiana bat within the plmmed footprint of disturbance. Based on the presence of
potential habitat (floodplain and upland forest) on the project site, and the proximity to known
and potential hibemacula, Indiana bats may forage alld roost on the project site before and after
hibemation. Breeding female Indiana bats have been found in the vicinity, and may also be
present on the project site during the summer months. Land deming on the project site,
especially of forested areas. could adversely affect Indiana bats, if present, by killing, injuring or
disturbing breeding or roosting bats, and by removing or reducing the quality of matemity,
roosting, and foraging habitats. Due to the size (approximately 10 acres afforested land to be
affected) and proximity of the project site to known occun·ences ofthe Indiana bat, the Service
requested surveys for summering Indiana bats in all suitable habitats in and adjacent to areas
proposed for development.
In our draft FWCA report, we requested that Indiana bat surveys be conducted bctween May 15
and August 15 by a qualified, Service-approved biologist according to the enclosed Indiana bat
survey guidelines (Enclosurc 2). In addition, we requested that a proposed survey workplan be
submitted for our review and concurrence prior to initiation of Indiana bat surveys. In July 2007,
the Corps provided a survey workplan and the Service subsequently concuned with the
workplan.
The Indiana bat survey results reported that a total 0[19 individual bats comprising three species
were captured throughout thc survey. TIle dominant species in the survey area was the big
brown bat (Eptcsicusfi/scus). Nincteen big brown bats were capturcd, representing 65% of the
bats captured. The two other captured species were the little brown myotis (Mvot/s luc/Ii/gus)
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with eight captures (28%) and the eastern red bat (Las/un/s borealis) with two captures (7%).
One bat (adult male) was identified as a potential Indiana bat because of its coloration and
weakly-keeled calcar. The bat was processed as an Indiana bat a radio transmitter was attached,
and tissue and hair samples were submitted to Western Michigan State University for species
confimlation. The DNA analyses determined that the bat was a little brown myotis.
Because Indiana bats are not found to occur on the project site, tree clearing may proceed with
no seasonal restriction for a 2-year petiod. Iftree clearing is not completed within this time
frame, summer surveys must be repeated.
Except for the Indiana bat, no other federally listed or proposed endangered or threatened flora or
fauna under Service jurisdiction are known to occur within the vicinity of the project area. If
Indiana bat or any other federally listed species or their habitats are documented in the project
area during project planning, this determination may be reconsidered. Current information
regarding federally listed species and candidate species occurring in New Jersey is enclosed
(Enclosure 3).
State-listed Species
The bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), a possible transient to the project area, was removed
from the Federal list of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife effective August 8, 2007. The bald
eagle continues to be protected under the Federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (54 Stat
250: 16 U.S.c. 668-668d) and MBTA. The bald eagle also remains a State-listed species under
the New Jersey Endangered and Nongame Species Conservation Act (N.J.S.A 23:2A et seq.),
which c31Ties protections under the State land use regulation program. These Federal and State
laws prohibit take of bald eagles. For the continued protection of bald eagles, and to ensure
compliance with Federal and State laws, the Service reconunends managing bald eagles in
accordance with the National Bald Eagle Management Guidelines and all applicable State
regulations. Links to the Guidelines and additional information about the deli sting of the bald
eagle are available on the New Jersey Field Office website at
http://www .fw s. go vInOltheast/nj fiel doffi ce/.
Review ofthe Service's GIS database indicates that no other State-listed species occur on or in
the vicinity ofthe project area. The Service notes that information on State-listed species
contained in our GIS database is limited and further consultation with the NJDFW Endangered
and Nongame Species Program t, and New Jersey Division of Parks and Forestry (NJDPF)
Natural Heritage Program 2 may be required. Since the NJDEP is the permit applicant for the
project, any State-listed wildlife would be addressed during the permit application process. A
list of State-listed wildlife species is enclosed (Enclosure 4).
Other Fish and Wildlife Resources
The Raritan River in the project area is classified as non-trout production and non-trout
maintenance river by the NJDFW and suppOlis freshwater fish species such as common carp
I
2

NJDFW. Endangered and Nongame Species Program, P.O. Box Trenton, NJ OR625-0400 (609) 292~9400
NJDPF, Natural Heritage Program, P.O. Box 404. Trenton, NJ 08625 (609) 984-1339
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(C)prillUS carpio), white perch (Moronc americana), chmmel catfish (lctaluruspunctatus),
eastem silvery minnow (Hybognathus rcgius), and other wann-water fisheries species and
anadromous fish (U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, 2006). Best management practices and
seasonal restrictions (April I to June 30) should be implemented to protect aquatic resources,
including anadromous fish.

The floodplain of the project area exists in a disturbed state, but does support habitat for
mammals and birds. Wildlife species that may be found in the project area are those tolerant of
urban-suburban areas. Bird species likely include American robin (Turdus migratorius),
European starling (Sturn us vulgaris), northel11 cardinal (Cardinalis eardinalis), black-capped
chickadee (Poecile atricapillus), tufted titmouse (Baeolophus bicolor), gray catbird (Dumetella
carolinensis), and American crow (Corvus brachyrhynehos). White-tailed deer (Odoeoileus
virgin iall us), eastem cottontail (Sylvilagusfloridanus), raccoon (Procyon lotor), and gray
squirrel (Sciunts carolinensis) are also likely to occur in the project area.
Proposed Mitigation

As described in the plans, the Green Brook Flood Control Project will utilize on-site and off-site
mitigation for impacts to intermediate resource value, forested freshwater wetlands and transition
areas. Mitigation is proposed on-site of the flood control project, but due to space limitations
additional mitigation off-site will be necessary. Removal of debris and eradication of invasive
exotic plants is recommended on-site.
Temporary impacts to transition areas and wetland/upland floodplain areas are mainly associated
with temporary construction access areas. Temporary impacts are mitigated on-site through
landscape restoration plans that involve both seeding and planting of native shrubs and trees
aside the levee alignment. The Segment R2 project includes on-site landscaping to mitigate for
0.954 acres of temporary impacts to wetland and 0.881 acres of temporary impacts to transition
areas. The Service recofDlllends eliminating foxtail from the planting plan and monitoring for
bank erosion and for survival of planted vegetation on-site. Contingency plans are also
recommended to provide corrective actions if necessary.
Off-site wetlands mld habitat mitigation are required for the Green Brook Flood Control Proj ect
due to permanent impacts to the enviromnent resulting from construction of levees, floodwalls,
and associated structures within floodplain areas such as drainage features and pump stations.
Consistent with the Service's Mitigation Policy, compensatory mitigation, through creation of
wetlands or restoration of existing wetlands. is required when minimization and avoidance of
impacts arc exhausted as altematives.
The C011)S'S mitigation plans would implement the 2:1 mitigation ratio per NJDEP Freshwater
Wetlands Protection Act Rule (N..J .A.C. 7:7A-15.8). Specifically, the Corps plans to mitigate for
the 7.287 acres of forested wetland impacts at Segment R2 with 14.574 acres of the forested
wetland creation area at the Findeme Fam1 Mitigation Site. In addition, a ratio of I: I for 1.835
acres of the transition area to the forested wetland creation area at the mitigation site would be
used to compensate for pennanent impacts to the transition arca at Segment R2. The Service 15
in general ab'Teement with the mitigation plan.
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SERVICE COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
General recommendations for project activities are as follows:
1. Submit copies of two analytical datasets ofBIPSS for Service review.

Corps Comment: The EPA should be contactcd as it has the lead on site remediation.
Service Response: Pursuant to the Corps' response, a Service Environmental
Contaminants Specialist contacted the EPA's RPM. The Service was advised that soil
sampling had been conducted as part of a remedial action by Cape Environmental for the
Corps. According to the EPA RPM, sampling results indicated that soils that would
remain beneath the levee met the predesigned New .lersey-non-residential cleanup criteria
for arsenic and chromium. The EPA RPM also stated that a copy of the analytical data
generated as part of the remedial action by Cape Envirorunental should be obtained from
the Corps (the agency through which they were contracted). The Service would
appreciate a copy of the Cape Environmental report for our records pertaining to this site.
2. Allow for completion of ongoing remedial actions for environmental contaminants within
the project area at the BIPSS.

Corps Comments: For background information, the selected remedy planfor BIPSS
documented in the Record ofDecision signed by the EPA on 30 September 1994 included
excavation and disposal ofcontaminated soil in the area ofthe Segmem R2floodwall and
levee in part to allow for its construction, This plan was selected in part, to allow for the
construction oftheflood damage reduction project. This soil excavation was completed
in October 2006.
COlPS regulations prevent the COlPS - New York District/i'om proceeding with
construction until the site has been successfi,lly remediated as determined by the
regulatOly agency authorized to oversee the remediation activities. Additiona/(v, Corps
regulations require the non:federal sponsor to obtain all lands, easement~ and rights of
way/or the project and ensure that the areas ajJected by the construction ofproject are
FeeFol11 HTRW 1fthese sources are present on the site, the non-jederal sponsor would
be responsiblefor remcdiation activities and would be required to provide
documentation to the CorpsFom the regulatolJ! agency overseeing the remediation
action that the site has been successfidly remediated.
Service Response: The Service concurs.
3. Provide a copy of contingency plans to avoid or minimize contaminant transport during
tloodwall and levee installation or through riverbank scouring after installation if
analytical datasets indicate soil/sediment contaminant at level tIlat could adversely affect
trust resources under Service jurisdiction.
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Corps Comments: Regarding your concern that the 48" pipe serving as the outlet to the
pump station located on the eastel71 end ofthe levee as it transitions to thefioodwaii, the
aforementioned remediation plan included excavating the area on the landside ofthe
levee and fioodwaii. In addition, scour protection in theform ofrip rap with an
underlayment offiiterfabric will be installed{!'om the outlet discharge point to the
Rartian River. Ther~fore contamination to the Raritan River as a result ofthe outlet will
not be an issue.

Service Response: The Service concurs.
4. IncOlporate site remediation for environmental contaminants within the project area at
Rock Machine Park. The Service requests information on the source and extent of
contamination, status of remediation, potential for off-site transport, and proposed
remedies and monitoring. The Service would likely support any actions the State may
require of the Corps or its contractors for identifying, removing, and storing contaminated
sediment and debris. Additionally. the Service recommends the Corps and its contractors
continue coordination with this office, the State, and the landowner during clean-up of
the contaminated sites. The Service would be available for additional technical
assistance ifnecessary via an Interagency Agreement.
Corps Comment: Per coordination between the Corps's HTR W specialist and the
NJDEP's Northern Field Office, Division ofRemediation and Management and
Response, the site was comaminated with metals. The size has been remediared, but
because the owner has not submitted a draft document indicating a deed modification.
the file remains open.

Service Response: The Service concurs.
5. Provide docwnentation of the applicability and adherence to HTRW Guidance for Civil
Works Projects as part of the project plan for both BIPSS and Rock Machine Park.
Corps Comment: In this case, since the remediation activities occurring at the BIPSS
are under the jurisdiction ofthe EPA, the non~lederal sponsor will be responsible for
obtaining the documentationji-om EPA indicating that the remedial action has been
approved. Consequently barring any new contradictOl)' data and notwithstanding any
other project constraint, the Corps can begin construction once the non:federal sponsor
provides such assurances regarding the non-existence ofHTR W materials on the areas
allected by the project's construction.

Service Response: The Service concurs.
6. Prepare a proposed Indiana bat survey workplan for Service review and concurrence prior
to initiation ofIndiana bat surveys.
Corps Commel1l: In July 2007 prior to survey effort. the Corps provided the Service a
copy of the survey workplan for review.
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Service Response: The Service reviewed and concurred with the Indiana bat survey
workplan prior to initiation of the August surveys.
7. Conduct Indiana bat surveys between May 15 and August 15 by a qualified, Service
approved biologist (Enclosure 2). Avoid tree clearing until surveys have been completed
and reviewed by the Service.
Corps Comment: A survey to de/ermine the presence or absence ofIndiana bat was
conducted on August 8 and 9, 2007. A bat was caught that although exhibited
characteristics more indicative o/the little brown bat (Myotis lucifilgus), tissue samples
were taken and a DNA test was performed to verifj; the species. Based on the test results
received on September 19, 2007, the bat was Myotis lucifugus. A report detailing the
survey results is pending and will be submitted to the Service shortly.

Service Response: On December 3, 2007, the Service received and reviewed a copy of
survey report. The report provides detailed survey activities and the Service concurs in
its results.

8. Provide I 50-foot buffers around exceptional resource value wetlands consistent with
State Regulation (N.J.A.S. 13:9B-I et seq.) if Indiana bats are found in the project area.
Corps Comment: N/A

Service Response: Not applicable since the Indiana bat survey report indicated absence
ofIndiana bat within the project area.
9. Continue to coordinate with the NJDPF's Natural Heritage Program for current
infonnation regarding State-listed plant species in the project area.
Corps Comment: The Corps will continue coordination NJDPF's Natural Heritage
Program as necessary.

Service ReslJonse: None
10. Continue to coordinate with the NJDFW's Endangered and Nongame Species Program
for current infoffilation regarding State-listed wildlife species in the project area.
Corps Comment: The Corps will conlinue coordination with NJDFW's ENSP as
necessary.

Service Response: None
11. Implement timing restrictions on demolition activities (i.e.. reconstruclion of Talmadge
Avenue Bridge) and use best managemelll practices (e.g., hay bales, silt curlains) during
demolition and on-site restoration work to avoid adverse impacts 10 telTestrial and aq uatic
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species at proposed sites. The State's requirements regarding sediment management and
erosion control for the project are supported by the Service.
Corps Comment: The Corps concurs to implement timing restrictions on demolition
activities and use best management practices.

Service Response: The Service reiterates our recommendation to follow State
requirements for sediment management and erosion control.
12. Confonn to a standard State seasonal restriction on in-stream work between April I and
June 30 to protect anadromous fish.
Corps Comment: The Corps Callcurs to conform to seasonal in-stream work between
Aprili and June 30.

Service Response: None
13. Remove trash, abandoned materials, or other human-generated debris as part of the
clearing process.
Corps Comment: The COIPS concurs to remove trash and debris found during clearing
alld construction activities within the project[ootprint.

Service Response: None
14. Eradicate or control exotic, invasi ve species on the levee and the surrounding workspace
to enhance wildlife habitats and improve up to 300 linear feet of Middle Brook stream
bank stability in the vicinity of Talmadge Avenue bridge and water storage capacity at
the project areas. The Corps should coordinate with NJDEP to ensure that regular
surveys are conducted to identifY and remove any undesirable plants (e.g., tree-of
heaven, multiflora rose, Japanese honeysuckle and common reed) beginning to re
colonize dUTing environmental contaminant remediation of the area surrounding the
project. A variety of mcaSUTes exist for removing undesirable species. For sites with few
invasive plants, physical removal may be the least expensive method if the entire plant
(including root system) can be extracted and ifthere are a sufficient number of persOlmel
to carry out the task. In cases where undesirable species have gained a substantial
foothold, a glyphoshate-based herbicide engineered for wetland sites, such as Rodeo or
G/y-Pro, is appropriate. Either of the above techniques would be effective at the project
sites.
Cams Comment: The Corps will monitor the on-site mitigation forfive years per COIPS
regulations and in compliance with the permits issued I,)' NJDEP. During the
monitoriug, invasive species removal ma." be conducted to ensure the success o["the on
site mitigation Subsequenr o/"thefive year moniloring period, Ihe NJDEP will be
responsible/or operalions and maintenance of the site. Other than vegetalion
management 071 the levee, additional invasive species removal wi11 be al their discretion.

1I

Service Response: None
15. Remove the introduced species, meadow foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis), from the
floodplain mix for the Section 02450 topsoil and seeding plan for this project.
Corps Comment: The COlPS concurs to remove meadowfoxtail/i'om proposed
floodplain mix in Section 02450.

Service Response: None
16. Conduct monitoring for potential bank erosion during earthwork activities and post
project.
Cams Comment: The COJps concurs to conduct monitoring/or potential bank erosion
during earthwork activities and post-project.

Service Response: None
17. Monitor the sun,ival of vegetation planted in the on-site mitigation/restoration areas and
take corrective actions if vegetation does not develop as expected.
Cams Comment: The C07PS will monitor the on-site mitigation/orjive years per Corps
regulations and in compliance with the permits issued by NJDEP. During the
monitoring, invasive species removal may be conducted to ensure the success a/the on
site mitigation. Subsequent ofthe .live year monitoring pcriod, the NJDEP will be
responsible/or opcrations and maintenance a/the site. Other than vegetation
management on the levee. additional invasive species removal will be at their discretion.

Sen'ice Response: None
18. Complete a contingency plan for on-site restoration for temporary impacts that would
provide for further Corps action during the post-construction monitoring period if
necessary, as part of an adaptive management strategy to be carried out in concert with
both the Green Brook Flood Control Commission and the project's non-Federal sponsor,
NJDEP (which will be responsible for operations and management, as the local sponsor).
Corps interventions may include re-grading, replanting, or other actions to correct for
unexpected conditions, including deposition, erosion, failure of revegetation to become
established, and/or invasion of Phragmites beyond pre-defined acceptable limits.
Corps Comment: The COlPS concurs to develop an action/site specijic plan if it is
determined that the post project restoration is/ailing and adaptive management
techniques are necessary. The Corps will coordinate with the Service should one be
developed.

Sen,ice Response: None
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19. Specific recommendations for the Finderne Faml Mitigation Site have been provided to
the Corps in our FWCA report dated September 12, 2006. Please use the FWCA report
as reference.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Service recognizes the need for the proposed Segnlent R2 project components to reduce any
temporary flooding along the Raritan River that may occur during the interim build-out period of
the Green Brook Flood Control Project. The Service reconunends that the Corps continue to
coordinate with the non-Federal sponsor, landowners, and other interested stakeholders in
implementing the recommendations provided above to restore the project area.
To summarize, fish and wildlife will benefit from the creation of 14.574 acres offorested
wetland at the Finderne Farm Mitigation Site and from retaining mature trees and restoring the
floodplain to a forested wetland cover type. To benefit native wildlife at the project site and at
the Finderne Farm Mitigation Site, the Service recommends that the Corps remove exotic
invasive plants and revegetate using native canopy and understory species that provide food and
cover for wildlife. For example, shagbark hickory (Cmya ovata), when mature, will provide
potential roosting sites for the Indiana bat. Fish and wildlife will benefit further from use of
bioengineering for any necessary erosion control and from follow-up monitoring and long-term
management to ensure stream bank stabilization and successful establishment of a native plant
community.
Based on the Indiana bat survey report, the Service concludes that the Green Brook Flood
Control Project: Proposed Segment R2 is not likely to adversely affect Indiana bats, pursuant to
Section 7 of the ESA.
The Service appreciates the opportunity to comment on the proposed plan and is pleased to
submit this fmal FWCA Section 2(b) report as technical input to the Green Brook Flood Control
Project: Segment R2. Should you have any questions, please contact Ron Popowski. M1'.
Popowski is deaf and uses video relay service. He can be reached at (877) 467-4877, extension
42421 or e-mail at Ron_Popowski@nvs.gov.

Sincerely,

9~~
.1. Eric Davis.11'.
Supen'isor
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Enclosures:
1) Project Area Map
2) Indiana bat Survey Guidelines
3) Federally Listed Species in New Jersey
4) State Listed Species in New Jersey
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Enclosure 2

MIST NETTING GUIDELINES
RATIONALE

Following these guidelines will standardize procedures for mist netting. It will help maximize
the potential for capture of Indiana bats at a minimum acceptable level of effmi. Although the
capture ofbats confinns their presence, failure to catch bats does not absolutely COnfil111 tbeir
absence. 111ere are many instances in which the netting effort was as extensive as outlined below
and Indiana bats were caught only with additional effmi.
A typical mist net survey provides insufficient data to determine population size or structure. It
is an attempt to determine presence or probable absence of the species.
NETTING SEASON

May 15 - August 15
These dates define acceptable limits for documenting the presence of sUIruner populations of
hldiana bats. Netting effmis outside these dates rely far more heavily upon positive results (i. e.,
captures) than negative results (i.e., failure to catch bats). IfIndiana bats are not caught, it is
unlikely that one can conclude that the bats do not use the area during the summer. Even when
bats are caught, capture should be carefully interpreted. If only a single bat is captured, it may be
a transient or migratory individual. Several captures, including adult females and young of the
year. indicate that a summer nursery colony is active in the area. At the very least it indicates that
the site is an important habitat for transi ent bats.
EQUIPMENT

Mist nets - Use the finest, lowest visibility mesh commercially available:
1. In the past, this was 1 ply, 40 denier monofilament - denoted 40/].
2. Cunently, monofilament is not available and the finest on the market is 2 ply, 50
denier nylon - denoted 50/2.
3. Mesh of approximately 1 2 (1 114 - 1 314) inch.
Hardware - No specific hardware is required. There are many suitable systems of ropes and/or
poles to hold the nets. See NET PLACEMENT below for minimum nct heights, habitats, and
other netting requirements that affect the choice of hardware. The system of Gardner, ct al.
(1989) has met the test of time.
NET PLACEMENT

Potential travei conidors, such as streams or logging trails, typically are the most effective places
to net Place the nets approximately pCl1Jendicu1ar across the corndor. Nets shouid tID the
corridor from side to side and from stream (or b~'ound) level up to the canopy. A typical set is 7

meters high (3 nets "stacked" on top one another) and up to 20 meters long. Occasionally it may
be desirable to net where there is no good COlTidor. Take caution to get the nets up into the
canopy. The typical equipment described in the section above may be inadequate for some
situations, requiring ilU1ovation on the part of the surveyors.
LEVEL OF EFFORT

Strcam conidors - 1 net site per km of stream.
Non-corridor land tracts - 2 net sites per square km (247 acres) offorested habitat.
Netting at cael] site should consist of:
At least 4 net nights (uuless bats are caught sooner) (I net set for 1 night = 1 net night)
A minimum of2 net locations at each site (preferably no closer than 30 meters)
A minimum of2 nights of netting
Sample Period:
Begin at sunset; net for at least 5 hours
Each net should be checked approximately every 20 minutes
No disturbance near the nets, other than to check nets and remove bats
WEATHER CONDITIONS

Severe weather adversely affects capture of bats. IfIndiana bats are caught during weather
extremes, it is probably because they are at tJ]e site and active despite inclement weather. In
contrast, ifbats are not caught, it may be that there are no bats at the site or they may be inacti ve
to avoid the weather. Negative results combined with any ofthe following weather conditions
throughout all or most of a sampling period are likely to require additional netting:
Precipitation
Temperatures below lODe
Strong winds (Use good judio'111ent: moving nets are more likely to be detected by bats.)
MOONLIGHT

Therc is some evidence that small myotine bats avoid brightly lit areas, perhaps as predator
avoidance. It is t)lJically best to set nets under the canopy where they are out of the moon light,
particularly when the moon is 2-full or greater.
REFERENCES

Gardner, .I.E., J.D. Garner. and J.E. Hofmml11. 1989. A portable mist netting system for
capturing bats \vith el11phasis on !'/lyotis sodalis (Indian,] bat). Bat Researcll Nev./s
'!n/l'L1
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FEDERALLY LISTED ENDANGERJW
AND THREATENED SPECIES
IN NEW JERSEY

An ENDANGERED species is any species that is in danger of extinction throughout all or a
significant portion of its range.

A THREA TENED species is any species that is likely to become an endangered species within
the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range,
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Appendix C
General Conformity Record of Non-Applicability

GENERAL CONFORMITY - RECORD OF NON-APPLICABILITY
Project/Action Name: Segment R2 Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project
Project/Action Identification Number:N/A
Project/Action Point of Contact: Kimberly Rightler, (917) 790-8722
Begin Date: To Be Determined
End Date: To Be Determined

General Conformity under the Clean Air Act, Section 176 has been evaluated for the project
described above according to the requirements of 40 CFR 93, Subpart B. The requirements of
this rule are not applicable to this project/action because:
The project/action is an exempt action under 40 CFR 93.153(c) or (d), (SPECIFY
APPLICABLE EXEMPTION CATEGORY AND REGULATORY CITATION)
OR
Total direct and indirect emission from this project/action have been estimated at 5.44
tons CO, 16.14 tons VOC, 20.14 NOx and 2.26 PM, and are below the conformity threshold
value established at 40 CFR 93.153(b) of 100 tons CO, 100 tons NOx, 100 tons PM.

AND
The project/action is not considered regionally significant under 40 CFR 93.153(i).

Supporting documentation and emissions estimates are
( ) ATTACHED
( ) APPEAR IN THE NEPA DOCUMENTATION (PROVIDE REFERENCE)
( ) OTHER

.

SIGNED

(Frank Santomauro, Chief, Planning Division)

.

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION AIR EMISSIONS
GREEN BROOK FLOOD DAMAGE REDUCTION PROJECT, BOUND BROOK, NEW JERSEY
U.S.A.C.E NEW YORK DISTRICT

Equipment
AIR COMPRESSOR, 250 CFM, 100 PSI
ASPHALT FINISHER, 10"WIDE SCREENED, WHEEL
CONCRETE FINISHER, ROTO TROWL, 46"
CONCRETE MIXER, 12 CF, W/TRAILER
CONCRETE PUMP, 117 CY/HR, 75' BOOM, TRK MTD
CONCRETE SAW, 13" DPTH, S/P
CONCRETE VIBRATOR, 2.5"
CRANE, HYD, SP, 20 TON
CRANE, MECH, CRWL, 0.75 CY, 25 TON
CRANE, MECH, TRK MNT, 125 TON
CRANE, HYD, SP, 30 TON
CRANE, HYD, SP, 10 TON
CRANE, HYD, TRK MNT, 70 TON
CRANE, HYD, TRUCK MTD, 25T
GRADER, MOTOR, 135 HP (101KW)
GRADER, MOTOR, 12' BLADE
HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR, CRWL, 24,640 LBS
LOADER/BCK-HOE,WH, 0.80CY
LOADER/FE, CRWL, 1.30 CY
LOADER/FE, WHL, SKID -STEER, 14.3 CF
LOADER/FE, WHL, SKID-STEER, 9-11 CF
LOADER/BCK-HOE,WH, 0.80CY
LOADER/BCK-HOE,WH, 1.25 CY
PAVING BREAKER 66 LB; 100 CFM COMPRESSOR
PUMP, WATER, CENTRIFUGAL, 2" (50MM)
PUMP, WATER, CENTRIFUGAL, 2" (51MM)
PUMP, WATER, DIAPHRAGM, SKD MTD (51MM)
ROLLER, STATIC, SELF-PROP, 14.25 TON
ROLLER, VIB, SELF PROP, DD, 2.9 TON
ROLLER, VIB, SELP PROP, DD, 7.8 TON
ROLLER, STATIC, SELF-PROP, 25.25 TON
SCRAPER, TANDEM POWERED, 21 CY
SCRAPER, TANDEM POWERED, 34 CY
DOZER, CRAWLER (DOZER), 240HP
DOZER, CRAWLER (DOZER), 300-340HP
TRACTOR, CRAWLER (DOZER), 310 HP
TRATOR, CRAWLER (DOZER) 341-440 HP
TRUCK OPTION 10.0 CY
TRUCK OPTION 12 CY
TRUCK OPTION, FLATBED 8'X20'
TRUCK OPTION, FLATBED8'X12'
CHAINSAW, 24" - 42" LONG BAR

Total, lbs
Total, tons

VOC

CO

Emissions (lbs)
NOx

PM

29.5
2.3
3,775
2,307
534
298
20.9
15.1
29.0
7.5
7.0
1.5
7.0
17.8
264
2.5
169
131
0.4
8.2
6.4
0.6
1.5
39.0
0.7
0.4
1.6
1.7
0.8
0.1
6.6
997
75
679
0.5
216
23
4.1
0.8
3.7
2.2
1200

79.0
12.3
8,011
4,896
1,445
632
55.9
50.2
96.6
25.1
23.5
5.1
23.3
59.4
650
6.2
1,254
637
2.0
40.0
31.3
2.9
7.4
104
2.0
1.0
4.4
6.5
3.1
0.4
25.5
7,410
557
2,263
1.8
1,154
121
13.6
2.6
12.4
7.4
2,547

366.6
39.5
5.8
3.5
6,705
0.5
260
123
237
61.5
57.5
12.5
57.0
146
1,643
15.7
2,593
947
2.9
59.4
46.5
4.3
10.9
485
9.2
4.6
20.2
19.5
9.3
1.1
76.6
15,318
1,151
5,550
4.4
3,713
389
46.7
9.0
42.4
25.5
1.8

26.1
3.4
21.7
13.3
477
1.7
18.5
17.2
33.1
8.6
8.0
1.7
8.0
20.4
171
1.6
347
98
0.3
6.2
4.8
0.5
1.1
34.5
0.7
0.3
1.4
1.6
0.8
0.1
6.4
2,052
154
598
0.5
324
34
3.9
0.8
3.5
2.1
6.9

11
21
5.6
5.2
1.1
5.1
13
149
1.4
224
80
0.2
5.0
3.9
0.4
0.9
0
0.6
0.3
1.3
2.1
1.0
0.1
8.2
1,325
100
458
0.4
335
35
4.3
0.8
3.9
2.4
3.1

10,887
5.44

32,282
16.14

40,273
20.14

4,516
2.26

3,273
1.64

SOx

3.6
10
5.9
444
0.8

BACKUP DATA FOR EMISSION CALCULATIONS
LIST OF EQUIPMENT
GREEN BROOK FLOOD DAMAGE REDUCTION PROJECT, BOUND BROOK, NEW JERSEY
U.S.A.C.E NEW YORK DISTRICT

Equipment
AIR COMPRESSOR, 250 CFM, 100 PSI
ASPHALT FINISHER, 10"WIDE SCREENED, WHEEL
CONCRETE FINISHER, ROTO TROWL, 46"
CONCRETE MIXER, 12 CF, W/TRAILER
CONCRETE PUMP, 117 CY/HR, 75' BOOM, TRK MTD
CONCRETE SAW, 13" DPTH, S/P
CONCRETE VIBRATOR, 2.5" w/ 5.6 KW generator
CRANE, HYD, SP, 20 TON
CRANE, MECH, CRWL, 0.75 CY, 25 TON
CRANE, MECH, TRK MNT, 125 TON
CRANE, HYD, SP, 30 TON
CRANE, HYD, SP, 10 TON
CRANE, HYD, TRK MNT, 70 TON
CRANE, HYD, TRUCK MTD, 25T
GRADER, MOTOR, 135 HP (101KW)
GRADER, MOTOR, 12' BLADE
HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR, CRWL, 24,640 LBS
LOADER/BCK-HOE,WH, 0.80CY
LOADER/FE, CRWL, 1.30 CY
LOADER/FE, WHL, SKID -STEER, 14.3 CF
LOADER/FE, WHL, SKID-STEER, 9-11 CF
LOADER/BCK-HOE,WH, 0.80CY
LOADER/BCK-HOE,WH, 1.25 CY
PAVING BREAKER 66 LB; 100 CFM COMPRESSOR
PUMP, WATER, CENTRIFUGAL, 2" (50MM)
PUMP, WATER, CENTRIFUGAL, 2" (51MM)
PUMP, WATER, DIAPHRAGM, SKD MTD (51MM)
ROLLER, STATIC, SELF-PROP, 14.25 TON
ROLLER, VIB, SELF PROP, DD, 2.9 TON
ROLLER, VIB, SELP PROP, DD, 7.8 TON
ROLLER, STATIC, SELF-PROP, 25.25 TON
SCRAPER, TANDEM POWERED, 21 CY
SCRAPER, TANDEM POWERED, 34 CY
DOZER, CRAWLER (DOZER), 240HP
DOZER, CRAWLER (DOZER), 300-340HP
TRACTOR, CRAWLER (DOZER), 310 HP
TRATOR, CRAWLER (DOZER) 341-440 HP
TRUCK OPTION 10.0 CY
TRUCK OPTION 12 CY
TRUCK OPTION, FLATBED 8'X20'
TRUCK OPTION, FLATBED8'X12'
CHAINSAW, 24" - 42" LONG BAR

Fuel
Diesel
Diesel
Gasoline
Gasoline
Diesel
Gasoline
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Gasoline

HP
95
155
9
11
210
72
7.5
105
311
100
155
64
365
210
135
215
79
70
70
38
44
70
96
63
5
5
22
87
33
31
250
330
450
240
340
310
440
489
260
489
489
6

Hours
166
19
608
304
1392
6
1489
120
78
63
38
20
16
71
1000
6
2388
1306
4
151
102
6
11
331
80
40
40
19
24
3
26
3377
186
1771
1
894
66
11
4
10
6
290

BACKUP DATA FOR EMISSION CALCULATIONS
EMISSION FACTORS
GREEN BROOK FLOOD DAMAGE REDUCTION PROJECT, BOUND BROOK, NEW JERSEY
U.S.A.C.E NEW YORK DISTRICT

Equipment
AIR COMPRESSOR, 250 CFM, 100 PSI

Emission Factors (g/bhp-hr)
VOC
CO
NOx
PM

Fuel

Load Factor

Diesel

75%

1.13

3.03

14.06

1

Diesel

10.3
0.96

0.9
3.6

SOx

CONCRETE FINISHER, ROTO TROWL, 46"

Gasoline

59.0%
50.0%

0.6
625.8

3.2
1328.1

CONCRETE MIXER, 12 CF, W/TRAILER

Gasoline

50.0%

625.8

1328.1

0.96

3.6

1.6

Diesel

74%
50.0%

1.12
625.8

3.03
1328.1

14.06
0.96

1
3.6

0.93
1.6

ASPHALT FINISHER, 10"WIDE SCREENED, WHEEL

CONCRETE PUMP, 117 CY/HR, 75' BOOM, TRK MTD
CONCRETE SAW, 13" DPTH, S/P

Gasoline

0.93
1.6

CONCRETE VIBRATOR, 2.5"

Diesel

CRANE, HYD, SP, 20 TON

Diesel

75%
43.0%

1.13
1.26

3.03
4.2

14.06
10.3

1
1.44

0.93

CRANE, MECH, CRWL, 0.75 CY, 25 TON

Diesel

43.0%

1.26

4.2

10.3

1.44

0.93

CRANE, MECH, TRK MNT, 125 TON

Diesel

43.0%

1.26

4.2

10.3

1.44

0.93

CRANE, HYD, SP, 30 TON

Diesel

43.0%

1.26

4.2

10.3

1.44

0.93

CRANE, HYD, SP, 10 TON

Diesel

43.0%

1.26

4.2

10.3

1.44

0.93

CRANE, HYD, TRK MNT, 70 TON
CRANE, HYD, TRUCK MTD, 25T

Diesel

43.0%

1.26

4.2

10.3

1.44

0.93

Diesel

43.0%

1.26

4.2

10.3

1.44

0.93

DUMP TRUCK, HIGHWAY, 10-13 CY

Diesel

41.0%

0.84

2.8

9.6

0.8

0.89

DUMP TRUCK, HIGHWAY, 16-20 CY
GRADER, MOTOR, 135 HP (101KW)

Diesel
Diesel

41.0%
57.5%

0.84
1.54

2.8
3.8

9.6
9.6

0.8
1

0.89
0.87

GRADER, MOTOR, 12' BLADE

Diesel

57.5%

1.54

3.8

9.6

1

0.87

HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR, CRWL, 24,640 LBS

Diesel

58.0%

0.7

5.2

10.75

1.44

0.93

LOADER/BCK-HOE,WH, 0.80CY

Diesel

46.5%

1.4

6.8

10.1

1.05

0.85

LOADER/FE, CRWL, 1.30 CY

Diesel

46.5%

1.4

6.8

10.1

1.05

0.85

LOADER/FE, WHL, SKID -STEER, 14.3 CF

Diesel

46.5%

1.4

6.8

10.1

1.05

0.85

LOADER/FE, WHL, SKID-STEER, 9-11 CF

Diesel

46.5%

1.4

6.8

10.1

1.05

0.85

LOADER/BCK-HOE,WH, 0.80CY

Diesel

46.5%

1.4

6.8

10.1

1.05

0.85

LOADER/BCK-HOE,WH, 1.25 CY

Diesel

46.5%

1.4

6.8

10.1

1.05

0.85

PAVING BREAKER 66 LB; 100 CFM COMPRESSOR

Diesel

75%

1.13

3.03

14.06

1

PUMP, WATER, CENTRIFUGAL, 2" (50MM)

Diesel

74%

1.12

3.03

14.06

1

0.93

PUMP, WATER, CENTRIFUGAL, 2" (51MM)

Diesel

74%

1.12

3.03

14.06

1

0.93

PUMP, WATER, DIAPHRAGM, SKD MTD (51MM)

Diesel

ROLLER, STATIC, SELF-PROP, 14.25 TON

Diesel

74%
57.5%

1.12
0.8

3.03
3.1

14.06
9.3

1
0.78

0.93
1

ROLLER, VIB, SELF PROP, DD, 2.9 TON
ROLLER, VIB, SELP PROP, DD, 7.8 TON

Diesel
Diesel

57.5%
57.5%

0.8
0.8

3.1
3.1

9.3
9.3

0.78
0.78

1
1

ROLLER, STATIC, SELF-PROP, 25.25 TON

Diesel

57.5%

0.8

3.1

9.3

0.78

1

SCRAPER, TANDEM POWERED, 21 CY

Diesel

58.0%

0.7

5.2

10.75

1.44

0.93

SCRAPER, TANDEM POWERED, 34 CY
DOZER, CRAWLER (DOZER), 240HP

Diesel

58.0%

0.7

5.2

10.75

1.44

0.93

Diesel

57.5%

1.26

4.2

10.3

1.11

0.85

DOZER, CRAWLER (DOZER), 300-340HP

Diesel

57.5%

1.26

4.2

10.3

1.11

0.85

TRACTOR, CRAWLER (DOZER), 310 HP

Diesel

59%

0.6

3.2

10.3

0.9

0.93

TRATOR, CRAWLER (DOZER) 341-440 HP

Diesel

TRUCK OPTION 10.0 CY

Diesel

59%
41.0%

0.6
0.84

3.2
2.8

10.3
9.6

0.9
0.8

0.93
0.89

TRUCK OPTION 12 CY

Diesel

41.0%

0.84

2.8

9.6

0.8

0.89

TRUCK OPTION, FLATBED 8'X20'

Diesel

41.0%

0.84

2.8

9.6

0.8

0.89

TRUCK OPTION, FLATBED8'X12'
CHAINSAW, 24" - 42" LONG BAR

Diesel
Gasoline

41.0%
50.0%

0.84
625.8

2.8
1328.1

9.6
0.96

0.8
3.6

0.89
1.6

Appendix D
Project Plans
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Appendix E
Pertinent Correspondence
Mailing List
Public Notifications

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NEW YORK DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
JACOB K. JAVITS FEDERAL BUILDING
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10278-0090

September 12,2008
REPLY 10
ATTENTION OF

Environmental Analysis Branch
Planning Division
Virginia KopKash
Bureau Manager
Bureau of Technical Services
Division of Land Use Regulation
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
PO Box 439
501 E. State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
RE:

Green Brook Flood Control Project, Segment R2
Bound Brook, Somerset County
Permit Number l800-03-0001.2FWW 070001 IP

Dear Ms. KopKash:
The US Anny Corps of Engineers, New York District, (District), has prepared the Draft
Environmental Assessmentfor the Segment R2 Levee and Floodwall Construction, Green
Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project, Bound Brook Borough, New Jersey (DEA)
(Enc1osme 1). TI1e purpose ofthe DEA is to supplement infonnation about site
conditions along the Segment R2 project area resulting from new data obtained from the
May 2007Final Removal Action Completion Actionfor Brook Industria(Park Superfimd
Site, Bound Brook, New Jersey. Specifically, the DEA addresses the presence of arsenic
and chromium identified in soil samples taken in 200 1 and 2006 as part of the
remediation action of the Brook Industrial Part Superfund Site (BIPSS). The samples
were taken in the wooded area to the west of the BIPSS and within the location of where
the Segment R2 levee will be constructed (Figure 1).
On August 28,2008, the District met with Mr. Peter Mannino, Remediation Manager,
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), to confinn the relationship of this
'contamination to the BIPSS and to detennine if the boundaries of the BIPSS should be
expanded to include the wooded area. According to Mr. Mannino, the soil samples were
taken in the wooded area in order to delineate the extent of the contamination attributed
to the BIPSS. Results indicated levels of arsenic and chromium above the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) Non-Residential Direct Contact Soil
Cleanup Criteria, but were not considered hazardous. Based on further investigation, the
EPA determined that the contamination is primarily the result of other contributors
located both up- and downstream from the BIPSS and the boundaries of the BIPSS
should not be expanded to include this area.

A geoteclmical analysis of the soil within the levee footprint deteImined that the in-situ
soil does not meet the specifications required for levee construction; therefore the soil
within the levee footprint will be excavated to a depth of six feet and replaced with a clay
soil overlain with topsoil. Given that the soil sampling conducted during the BIPSS
remediation action was only surficial, the District has provided, in the project
construction specifications for Segment R2, language requiting the contractor to take
composite soil samples within the levee footprint, test them for all contaminant
parameters and coordinate the results with NJDEP to determine the proper off-site
disposal of the material. Additionally, given that the levee is being constructed near the
Raritan River and the excavation will extend six feet below the ground surface, the
potential of encountering ground water exists. The contractor will be required to test the
water for contaminants and should levels exceed allowable levels established by NJDEP
criteria, recharge pits will be excavated and water will be pwnped into the pits and
contaminants and allowed to seep back into the ground. The contractor will be required
to test the water for contaminants and should levels exceed the criteria established by
NJDEP, the water will be pumped to open pits and allowed to seep back into the ground.
Since they will be excavated within the levee footprint, the recharge pits will be
backfilled with the material used to construct the levee. The pits will be opened and
closed in small increments to reduce exposure to humans and wildlife. Prior to
construction, the contractor will be required to prepare an Environmental Protection Plan
to address minimizing contaminant exposure and soil erosion during construction.
The District has coordinated with and obtained concurrence from both Mr. Mannino and
Mr. Siva Vijayasundarum, Site Remediation Office, NJDEP, to implement this strategy.
Please review the enclosed DEA and submit any comments in writing to the District prior
to September 29, 2008. We look forward to continued coordination with your office on
this project. If you have any questions or require additional infoImation, please contact
Ms. Kimberly Rightler at (917)790-8722.
Sincerely,

Leonard Houston
Chief, Environmental Analysis Branch
Enclosure

cc:
J. Legg, NJDEP
C. Defendod, NJDEP

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NEW YORK DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
JACOB K. JAVITS FEDERAL BUILD!NG
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10278-0090

September 12,2008
REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

Environmental Analysis Branch
Planning Division
Mr. 1. Eric Davis, Jr.
Field Supervisor
US Fish and Wildlife Service
New Jersey Field Office
927 N. Main St.
Building D
Pleasantville, NJ 08232
Oem- Mr. Davis:
The US Army Corps of Engineers, New York District, (District), has prepm-ed the Draft

Environmental Assessment for the Segment R2 Levee and Floodwall Construction, Green
Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project, Bound Brook Borough, New Jersey (DEA)
(Enclosure 1). The pw-pose of the DEA is to supplement information about site
conditions along the Segment R2 project area resulting from new data obtained from the

May 2007Final Removal Action Completion Actionfor Brook Industrial Park Supel/und
Site, Bound Brook, New Jersey. Specifically, the DEA addresses the presence of arsenic
and chromium identified in soil samples taken in 2001 and 2006 as part of the
remediation action of the Brook Industrial Part Superfund Site (BIPSS). The samples
were taken in the wooded area to the west of the BIPSS and within the location of where
the Segment R2 levee will be constructed (Figure 1).
.
The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report prepared for Segment R2 expressed
concem that the construction of the levee and floodwall system could potentially expose
contaminants and/or interfere with any ongoing remediation efforts related to the BIPSS
(Enclosure 2). On August 28,2008, the District met with Mr. Peter Mannino,
Remediation Manager, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), to confirm the
relationship of this contamination to the BIPSS and to determine if the boundm-ies of the
BIPSS should be expanded to include the wooded area.
According to Mr. Mannino, the soil samples were taken in the wooded area in order to
delineate the extent of the contamination attributed to the BIPSS. Results indicated levels
of arsenic and chromium above the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP) Non-Residential Direct Contact Soil Cleanup Criteria, but were not considered
hazardous. Based on further investigation, the EPA determined that the contamination is
primm-ily the result of other contributors located both up- and downstream from the
BIPSS and the boundaries of the BIPSS should not be expanded to include this area.
A geotechnical analysis of the soil within the levee footprint detennioed that the in-situ
soil does not meet the specifications required for levee construction; therefore the soil

within the levee footprint will be excavated to a depth of six feet and replaced with a clay
soil overlain with topsoil. Given that the soil sampling conducted during the BIPSS
remediation action was only surficial, the District has provided, in the project
construction specifications for Segment R2, language requiring the contractor to take
composite soil samples within the levee footprint, test them for all contaminant
parameters and coordinate the results with NJDEP to determine the proper off-site
disposal of the material. Additionally, given that the levee is being constructed near the
Raritan River and the excavation will extend six feet below the grol.md surface, the
potential of encountering ground water exists. The contractor will be required to test the
water for contaminants and should levels exceed allowable levels established by NJDEP
criteria, recharge pits will be excavated and water will be pumped into the pits and
contaminants and allowed to seep back into the ground. The contractor will be required
to test the water for contaminants and should levels exceed the criteria established by
NJDEP, the water will be pwnped to open pits and allowed to seep back into the ground.
Since they will be excavated within the levee footprint, the recharge pits will be
backfilled with the material used to construct the levee. The pits will be opened and
closed in small increments to reduce exposme to humans and wildlife. Prior to
constlUction, the contractor will be required to prepare an Environmental Protection Plan
to address minimizing contaminant exposure and soil erosion during construction.
The District has coordinated with and obtained concurrence from both Mr. Mannino and
Mr. Siva Vijayasundarurn, Site Remediation Office, NJDEP, to implement this strategy.
Please review the enclosed DEA and submit any comments in writing to the District prior
to September 29,2008. We look forward to continued coordination with your office on
this project. If you have any questions or require additional infonnation, please contact
Ms. Kimberly Rightler at (917)790-8722.
Sincerely, "

Leonard Houston
Chief, Environmental Analysis Branch
Enclosmes
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Environmental Analysis Branch

September 8, 2008
Charley Defendorf
NJ Dept. of Environmental Protection
Office of Engineering and Construction
Floodplain Management
501 East State Street, eN 419
Trenton, NJ 08625
Dear Mr. Defendorf:
This letter serves to swnmarize discussions held between U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New
York District (District) staff and Mr. Pete Mannino, Remediation Manager from the
Environmental Protection Agency on 26 August 2008 and then with Mr. Siva Vijayasundarum of
the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) Site Remediation Office on 3
September 2008 regarding the construction of the Segment R2 levee and floodwall of the Green
Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project (GBFDRP) which is being constructed near and within
the Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site (BIPSS) in the Borough of Bound Brook, New Jersey
(Enclosure 1).
The purpose of the meeting with Mr. Mannino was to confion that the BIPSS will not be
extended to include a wooded area located west of the BIPSS where soil sampling was
performed during the BIPSS remediation action as referenced in the lvlay 2007 Final Removal
Action Completion Action/or Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site, Bound Brook, New Jersey
and to obtain concunence of the District's strategy in handling excavated material within the
wooded 3l"ea where the Segment R2 levee will be constructed. According to Mr. Mannino, soil
samples were taken in the wooded area in order to delineate the extent of the contamination
attributed to the BIPSS. Results indicated levels of arsenic and chromium above the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) Non-Residential Direct Contact Soil Cleanup
Criteria but were not considered hazardous. Based on further investigation, it was detennined
that the contamination is primarily a result from other contributors located both upstream and
downstream from the BIPSS.
A geotechnical analysis of the soil within the levee footprint detennined that the in-situ soil does
not meet the specifications required for levee construction; therefore the soil within the levee
footprint will be excavated to a depth of six feet and replaced with a clay soil overlain with
topsoil.
Given that the soil sampling conducted during the BIPSS remediation action was only surficial,
we have provided in our construction specifications for Segment R2 language requiring the

contractor to take composite soil samples within the levee footprint, test them for all contaminant
parameters and coordinate the results with NJDEP to determine the proper off-site disposal of the
material. Additionally, given that the levee is being constructed close to the Raritan River and
that excavation will extend down six feet, the potential of encountering ground water exists. The
contractor will be required to test the water for contaminants and should levels exceed allowable
levels established by NJDEP criteria, recharge pits will be excavated and water will be pumped
into the pits and allowed to seep back into the ground. The pits will be opened and closed in
small increments and will be excavated within the levee footprint so the pits can be backfilled
with the material used to construct the levees. We explained this strategy to :Mr. Mannino and he
concurred with this approach.
.
District staff then spoke with Mr. Siva Vijayasundarum to discuss the above and obtained his
concurrence with our approach of handling the material during construction.

If you have any questions or concerns please contact Ms. Kimberly Rightler, Project Biologist at
(917) 790-8722. For additional information about the Segment R2 project, please contact Mr.
John O'Connor at (917) 790-8213.

Leonard Houston
Chief, Environmental Analysis Branch
Enclosures

Cc:
S. Vijayasundaram, NJDEP

..
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Enclosure

Segment R2 Levee and Floodwall Layout
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Levee
Floodwall and southern boundary of Brook Industrial Superfund
Site
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Environmental Analysis Branch

September 8, 2008
John Prince, Chief
Emergency and Remedial Response Division
Central New Jersey Remediation Branch
Envirorunental Protection Agency
290 Broadway
New York, NY 10007
Dear M r. Prince:
This letter serves to summarize discussions held between U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New
York District (District) staff and Mr. Pete Mannino from your office on 26 August 2008
regarding the construction of the Segment R21evee and floodwall of the Green Brook Flood
Damage Reduction Project (GBFDRP) which is being constructed near and within the Brook
Industrial Park Superfund Site (BIPSS) in the Borough of Bound Brook, New Jersey (Enclosure
1). The purpose of the meeting was to confirm that the BIPSS will not be extended to include a
wooded area located west of the BIPSS where soil sampling was performed during the BlPSS
remediation action as referenced in the May 2007 Final Removal Action Completion Actionfor
Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site, Bound Brook, New Jersey and to obtain concurrence of the
District's strategy in handling excavated material within th~ wooded area where the Segment R2
levee will be constructed.
According to Mr. Mannino, soil samples were taken in the wooded area in order to delineate the
extent of the contamination attributed to the BIPSS. Results indicated levels of arsenic and
chromium above the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NJDEP) Non
Residential Direct Contact Soil Cleanup Criteria but were not considered hazardous. Based on
further investigation, it was determined that the contamination is primm.-ily a result from other
contributors located both upstream and downstream from the BIPSS.
A geoteclmical analysis of the soil within the levee footprint determined that the in-situ soil does
not meet the specifications required for levee construction; therefore the soil within the levee
footprint will be excavated to a depth of six feet and replaced with a clay soil overlain with
topsoil.
Given that the soil sampling conducted during the BIPSS remediation action was only surficial,
we have provided in our construction specifications for Segment R2 language requiring the
contractor to take composite soil samples within the levee footprint, test them for all contaminant
parameters and coordinate the results with NJDEP to determine the proper off-site disposal of the
material. Additionally, given that the levee is being constructed close to the Raritan River and

that excavation will extend down six feet, the potential of encotmtering grotmd water exists. The
contractor will be required to test the water for contaminants and should levels exceed allowable
levels established by NJDEP criteria, recharge pits will be excavated and water will be pumped
into the pits and allowed to seep back into the ground. The pits will be opened and closed in
small increments and will be excavated within the levee footprint so the pits can be backfilled
with the material used to construct the levees. We explained this strategy to Mr. Mannino and he
concwTed with this approach.
We would also like to note that we discussed the above with NJDEP Site Remediation Officer
Siva Vijayastmdarum on 3 September 2008 and obtained his concurrence with our approach of
handling the material during construction.

If you have any questions or concerns please contact Ms. Kimberly Rightler, Project Biologist at
(917) 790-8722. For addilional information about the Segment R2 project, please contact Mr.
John O'CoOJlor at (917) 790-8213.

Leonard Houston
Chief, Environmental Analysis Branch
Enclosure
Cc:
C. Defendorf, NJDEP
S. Vijayasundaram, NJDEP
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Environmental Analysis Branch

March 21,2008
Virginia KopKash
Bureau Manager
Bureau of Technical Services
Division of Land Use Regulation
P.O. Box 439
501 E. State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
Dear Ms. KopKash:
This letter is in response to the 24 January 2008 conespondence from your office regarding
the Plans and Specifications for the Greenbrook Flood Control Segment R-2, NJDEP Pennit No:
1800-03-0001.2.
In reference to your questions and comments pertaining to the Brook Industrial Park
Superfund Site Somerset County, New Jersey Wetland Restoration Plan Sheets 1 and 2, please
note that it has already been constructed by the party responsible for the Superfund remediation
efforts. However, the mitigation site will be removed by the Corps as a result of the construction
of the R21evee and floodwall. In email correspondence dated 30 January 2008, between
Kimberly Rightler, Project Biologist from my office and Ms. JoDale Legg from your office, the
impacts, totaling 0.198 acres of Forested wetland, will be mitigated through use of the Finderne
FanTIs.

In regards to your comment that the wetlands, swales and floodplain areas should not be
mowed, the swales are a necessary component to the function of the project and will require
mowing. Approximately .57 acres of wetland will be impacted by the swales. If mowing the
swales is considered a pennanent impact, then Finderne Fanns will serve as the mitigation. In
total, Segment R2 will impact 8.055 acres offorested wetlands. The summary of impacts is as
follows:
•
•
•

0.198 acres from the Brook Industrial mitigation site
0.57 acres from swale maintenance
7.287 from floodwall and levee construction

We are proposing to mitigate for these impacts by utilizing forested wetland creation areas
Cl and C2 which total 20.2 acres. Using a ratio 01'2:1 for creation, the Segment R2 the total
mitigation will be using 16.11 acres out of the 20.2 acres available from the two creation areas.

We have removed the tree shelters from the Specifications and are now proposing to install
deer fence to protect the plantings along the land side of the levee. We have enclosed a copy of
the revised planting plans showing the location of the proposed deer fence. Please note that the
container seedlings were removed from the plan: a) their proximity to the swale would
eventually pose a maintenance issue and could impact the function of the swale; b) the proposed
species could crowd out the other shrub species; c) to accommodate the deer fencing.
Rigid mesh tubes (Enclosure) will be used for plantings located at the outlets. Unlike the tree
shelters, the tubes are made of a rigid mesh that will prevent herbivory while allowing adequate
sunlight and moisture exposure and weed maintenance. Additionally, the tubes are biodegradable
with an average lifespan of approximately two to five years. Specitic language will be
incorporated into the vegetation monitoring plan along with the Operation and Maintenance
manual to include monitoring of the integrity of the tubes along with ensuring that the tubes do
not interfere with the growth of the vegetation.
Elyl11us riparius and Panicwn clandestinum and language allowing the contractor to use
cuttings from adjacent wetland plants will be removed from the Specifications.
.

If you have any questions or concerns please contact Ms. Kimberly Rightler, Project
Biologist at (917) 790-8722.

~md~
Chief, Environmental Analysis Branch
Enclosures
Cc:

J;--begg-,--NJDEP
C. Defendorf, NJDEP
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Wetland Mitigation Restoration Plans and Specifications for Greenbrook Flood Control
Segnment R-2
Project Location: Bound Brook, Somerset County
NJDEP Pennit No: 1800-03-0001.2

Dear Ms. Rightler:
This letter is to provide comments in response to the following plans and specifications that
have been submitted to date for the above-referenced proposal:
"Brook IndustIial Park Superfund Site Somerset County, New Jersey WETLAND
RESTORATION PLAN" Sheets I & 2, dated January 26, 2006. last revised July 27, 2006 and
prepared by Amy S. Greene Environmental Consultants, Inc.;
Comments
I. Why are trees being planted at a lower density (15' on-center) at the top of the bank, but a
higher density of shrubs (8' on-center) is proposed throughout the restoration areas? Are all
trees being planted 15' on-center throughout the restoration area?
, How will the tress and shrubs be protected from deer predation? Has this been a problem
previously in this area withe restoration that recently took place?
3. Is there an alternative method for attaching the erosion control matting besides the staples"
These were a problem in the Finderne Fann Mitigation Site because most popped out of the
ground over the winter. If staples are used, they need to be monitored, replaced and
removed during the course of the monitoring period.
4. Remove the perennial ryes from the Floodplain Seed Mix: Elv11111S riparius and Ely111US
villasus.
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5. Please remove peat moss from the Backfill material proposed for backfilling the planting
pits. Using materials mined from wetlands elsewhere is not acceptable.
"GREEN BROOK SUB-BASIN OF THE RARITAN RIVER GREEN BROOK FLOOD
CONTROL PROJECT BOUND BROOK, NEW JERSEY SEGMENT R-2 LEVEE 90%
SUBMISSION SEGMENT R-2 PLANTING PLAN 1 STA." Sheet L-lOJ, Sheet 22 01'29, dated
February 2006 and prepared by the U.S. Army Engineer District Corps of Engineers New York,
New York.
"GREEN BROOK SUB-BASIN OF THE RARITAN RIVER GREEN BROOK FLOOD
CONTROL PROJECT BOUND BROOK, NEW JERSEY SEGMENT R-2 LEVEE 90%
SUBMISSION SEGMENT R-2 PLANTING PLAN 2 STA." Sheet L-l02, Sheet 23 01'29, dated
February 2006 and prepared by the U.S. Army Engineer District Corps of Engineers New York,
New York.

"GREEN BROOK SUB-BASIN OF THE RARITAN RIVER GREEN BROOK FLOOD
CONTROL PROJECT BOUND BROOK, NEW JERSEY SEGMENT R-2 LEVEE 90%
SUBMISSION SEGMENT R-2 PLANTING PLAN 4 STA." Sheet L-I03, Sheet 24 of 29, dated
February 2006 and prepared by the U.S. Army Engineer District Corps of Engineers New York,
New York.

"GREEN BROOK SUB-BASIN OF THE RARITAN RIVER GREEN BROOK FLOOD
CONTROL PROJECT BOUND BROOK, NEW JERSEY SEGMENT R-2 LEVEE 90%
SUBMISSION SEGMENT R-2 PLANTING PLAN 6 STA," Sheet L-I 04, Sheet 25 of 29, dated
February 2006 and prepared by the U.S. Anny Engineer District Corps of Engineers New York,
New York.
Comments
I. The tube seedlings proposed for use throughout the restoration areas typically have a low
survival rate. The tree shelters proposed for use typically do not increase the survivability
of the seedlings but cause the seedlings to become weak and essentially unable to stand
upright on their own, especially when subjected to the forces of wind and water. Often, if
the plants do emerge from the tube, deer eat the fresh growth that emerges as a prefened
food item. The Department recommends replacement with larger species. The use of tree
tubes is not approved.
2. Since no deer predation protection is proposed, the Department recommends the use of
larger species such as #7 (similar to what is proposed at Brook Industrial) to # 15 or balled
and burlapped (B & B) at a slightly lower density to increase the rate of survival.

"SECTION 02450 TOPSOIL AND SEEDING" from the Specifications for the Green Brook FCP
Segment R-2 submitted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Comments
I. Section 2.1 "SWALE MIX" Remove: Elymus riparius.

2. Section 2.1 "FLOODPLAIN MIX" Remove: Elymus riparius. Panicum clandestinum.
3. Section 2.1 "WETLAND MIX" Remove: Elymus riparius.
4. Section 3.4 The wetlands, swales and floodplain areas should not be mowed. If mowing
encroachment from adjacent lawn areas owned by others is anticipated to be a problem,
please arrange large plantings along the boundary such that mowing equipment cmliot
easily access the seeded areas. Mowing encroachment will require restoration to be
considered successful at the end of the monitOling period.
5. Cuttings from adjacent wetland plants should not be used.
6. Section 2.5 PLANT SCHEDULE Since no deer predation protection is proposed, the
Department recommends the use oflarger species such as #7 (similar to what is proposed at
Brook Industrial) to # 15 or balled and burlapped (B & B) at a slightly lower density to
increase the rate of survival.
7. Section 2.6 TREESHELTER Please remove the h'eeshelter section from the specification
for the reasons stated above.
8. Section 3.5 STAKING All stakes must be removed as necessary to promote survival prior
to the termination of the monitoring period.
The Department also requests a copy of the plansheets W-IOI to W-104 showing the
wetland delineation perfonned for the proposed project.
We look forward to working with you in the coming months as this mitigation project
progresses. Please contact 10 Dale Legg of my staff at (609) 777-0454 or by email at
IoDale.LegglaJ.dep.state.nj.us, should you have and questions concerning this letter.

Sincerely,
// f

-k;?

{j~~.'1
Virginia KopKash '-./

Bureau Manager
Bureau of Technical Services
Division of Land Use Regulation

cc:

10 Dale Legg. Mitigation Unit, Division of Land Use Regulation
Kim Kerkuska, Division of Land Use Regulation
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Notice of Availability of Draft Environmental Assessment
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New York District (District) announces the availability
of the Draft Environmental Assessment for the Segment R2 Levee and Floodwall Construction,
Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project, Bound Brook Borough, NJ (DEA).
The District is proposing to construct Segment R2, a levee and floodwall along Middle
Brook and Raritan River south of West Main Street in the Borough of Bound Brook, NJ. This
segment is the last remaining structural flood damage reduction measure of the Bound Brook
Element of the Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project. The purpose of the DEA is to
supplement information known about site conditions along the Segment R2 project area resulting
from new information obtained from the May 2007 Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site
Removal Action Completion Report. Specifically, the DEA will address the presence of arsenic
and chromium in the western portion of the Segment R2 project area identified in soil samples
taken in 2001 and 2006 during the remediation action of the Brook Industrial Park Superfund
Site.
The DEA will be posted on the Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project link on the New
York District’s website:
http://www.nan.usace.army.mil/business/prjlinks/flooding/greenbk/index.htm
For further project information contact: John O’Connor
Project Manager
New York District Corps of Engineers
(917) 790-8213
john.a.oconnor@usace.army.mil
To request a copy of the Draft Environmental Assessment and submit written comments, contact:
Kimberly Rightler
Project Biologist
New York District Corps of Engineers
Attn: CENAN-PL-E
26 Federal Plaza
New York, NY 10278-0090
(917) 790-8722
kimberly.a.rightler@usace.army.mil
Comments received by September 29, 2008 regarding the DEA will assist in the agency’s
evaluation of the project changes and will be reflected in the project record.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NEW YORK DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
JACOB K. JAVITS FEDERAL BUILDING
26 FEDERAL PLAZA
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10278-0090

September 11, 2008
REPLY TO THE ATTENTION OF

Planning Division
Environmental Analysis Branch

Randy Bahr, Borough Administrator
Borough of Bound Brook
Municipal Building
230 Hamilton Street
Bound Brook, NJ 08805
Dear Mr. Bahr:
Enclosed for your review and conunent is a Draft Environmental Assessment for the
Segment R2 Levee and Floodwall Construction, Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project,
Bound Brook Borough, NJ (DEA). The purpose of the DEA is to supplement infonnation
known about site conditions along the Segment R2 project area resulting from new information
obtained from the May 2007 Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site Removal Action Completion
Report. Specifically, the DEA addresses the presence of arsenic and chromium in the western
portion of the Segment R2 project area identified in soil samples taken in 2001 and 2006 during
the remediation action of the Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site.
The DEA will also be posted on the Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project link on
the New York District's website:
http://www.nan.usace.army.millbusiness/prilinkslflooding/greenbklindex.htm
We would like to note that we have sent notices regarding the availability of the DEA and a
fact sheet (enclosed) to residents along West Main Street. Document review conunents are
requested in writing prior to September 29,2008 at the following address:
U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, New York District
Planning Division, Environmental Analysis Branch
Attn: Kimberly Rightler
RM2146
26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 10278-0090
or via email atkimberly.a.rightler@usace.armv.mil

Comments received regarding the enclosed DEA will assist in the agency's evaluation of the
project changes and will be reflected in the project record. If you have any questions, please
contact Ms. Kimberly Rightler at (917) 790-8722.

Sincerely,

Leonard Houston
Chief, Environmental Analysis Branch

Enclosures

Fact Sheet: Draft Environmental Assessment for the Segment R2 Levee and Floodwall
Construction, Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project, Bound Brook Borough, NJ

1. Background Information:
,
The Segment R2 levee and floodwall is being constructed near and with the Brook
Industrial Park Superfund Site (Figure 1). Located on the northeastern end of the
Segment R2 project area, the BIPSS is 4.5 acres in size and was included on the National
Priorities List in 1989. In June 1994, a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RIIFS)
was completed and in September 1994, a Record of Decision (ROD) was issued.
The Rl, which focused on the industrial properties within the industrial park,
recommended that specific areas be targeted for remediation. These areas included
interior surfaces of buildings, soil collected from the building's basement and subsurface
pits and sediment from a drainage ditch and tributary located behind the buildings.
Remediation activities were completed in 2006 and a letter from the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) stating that the remediation objectives were achieved was
signed on September 17,2007.
As part of the remediation action, surficial (down to six inches) sediment samples were
taken in 2001 and 2006 in the wooded area directly west of the area delineated as
Superfimd to determine the extent of contamination attributed to the BIPSS. The test
results indicated levels of arsenic and chromium were above the NJDEP Non-Residential
Direct Contact Soil Cleanup Criteria allowable limit of 19 ppm and 20 ppm respectively.
In the 200 I sampling effort, forty of the forty soil samples taken in the area had
chromium levels ranging from 24 to 101 ppm. Twenty-five of the forty samples had
arsenic levels ranging from 21 to 205 ppm. Eight additional soil samples were taken in
2006 with chromium levels in the eight samples ranging from 48 to 90 ppm and four of
the eight samples with arsenic levels ranging from 20.9 to 52.9. Based on its
investigations, the EPA concluded that the levels were riot associated with the BIPSS but
rather contaminated with sediment from other sources upstream and downstream of the
project area.
.
II. Handling of excavated material during Segment R2 construction:
A geotechnical analysis of the soil within the levee footprint determined that the in-situ
soil does not meet the specifications required for levee construction; therefore the soil
within the levee footprint will be excavated to a depth of six feet and replaced with a clay
soil overlain with topsoil. During construction, the contractor shall be responsible for
taking composite soil samples within the levee footprint, testing them for all contaminant
parameters and coordinating the results with NJDEP to determine the proper off-site
disposal of the material. Additionally, given that the levee is being constructed close to
the Raritan River and that excavation will extend down six feet, the potential of
encountering ground water exists. The contractor will be required to test the water for
contaminants and should levels exceed the criteria established by NJDEP, the water will
be pumped to open pits and allowed it to seep back into the ground. Since the recharge
pits will excavated within the levee footprint, they will be backfilled with the material
used to construct the levee. The pits will be opened and closed in sman increments to
reduce exposure risk to humans and wildlife.
The District has coordinated with and has obtained concurrence from the EPA
Remediation Project Manager and the NJDEP Site Remediation Officer assigned to the

BIPSS to use this approach. Further, the EPA Remediation Project Manager has verified
that the wooded area to the west of the BIPSS is not nor will be part of the BIPSS. The
District will continue to coordinate with the EPA Remediation Project Manager and the
NJDEP Site Remediation Officer during construction. The District will continue to
coordinate with the NJDEP Site Remediation case worker to implement proper safety and
environmental measures in the event additional site testing indicates contaminated
groundwater.
Given that the Hoodwall is located within the BIPSS, the EPA conducted aggressive
remediation within the foot print of the proposed floodwall and extended remediation
activities down into the water table to ensure that the floodwall construction would not
expose any remaining contaminants. Given that the floodwall will not extend down to
the water table, no exposure to contaminants is expected.
III. Contaminant Exposure Risk
Arsenic and chromium naturally occur in soils in levels that vary with the geologic
characteristics of the parent material. Although the levels of arsenic and chromium found
in portions of the western area exceed the NJDEP Non-Residential Direct Contact Soil
Clean-Up Criteria, they are not considered hazardous.

The primary exposure pathway of arsenic and chromium for humans is through ingestion.
Exposure to arsenic and chromium would be greatest during excavation of soil for the
levee. Exposure risk to residents is considered to be minimal given that the levee is
setback from residences and is in an isolated area rarely used by the local community.
Further, since it appears that the contamination may be more indicative of deposition of
contaminated sediment during flood events, the contamination may be more surficial and
contaminant levels may decrease further down the soil horizon. To reduce health risks,
the construction contractor will be required to develop a Health and Safety Work Plan to
be followed during all construction activities to minimize any release of contaminated
materials, and also to protect workers' and the public's health. Soil testing will be
performed during construction to verify this and will be coordinated with NJDEP
accordingly to determine the appropriate off-site disposal method.
The contaminant exposure risk to wildlife resources is considered minimal since
construction activities will cause resident species to leave the area. Additionally, material
will be excavated and disposed off-site, further reducing exposure risk. Areas disturbed
for temporary access during construction will be reseeded upon completion so the long
term exposure risk is minima1. To protect aquatic resources, erosion and sediment
control best management practices will be implemented to reduce the introduction of
sediment into open water surfaces.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NEW YORK DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
JACOB K. JAVITS FEDERAL BUILDING
26 FEDERAL PLAZA
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10278-0090

September 11,2008
REPLY TO THE ATTENTION OF

Planning Division
Environmental Analysis Branch
Library Director
Bound Brook Memorial Library
402 East High Street
Bound Brook, NJ 08805
Dear Director:
The U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, New York District (District), has prepared a Draft
Environmental Assessment for the Segment R2 Levee and Floodwall Construction, Green Brook
Flood Damage Reduction Project, Bound Brook Borough, NJ (DEA). The document has been
circulated to the affected public in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of
1970. We ask that the Library keep this environmental assessment document and the enclosed
fact sheet in a visible location in the library. The document is also available online at the
District' s website:
http://www.nan.usace.army.millbusiness/prilinkslflooding/greenbklindex.htm
The environmental impacts of the Green Brook Flood Control Project were previously
assessed in the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers (Corps), New York District Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Proposed Plan for the Green Brook Flood Control in the Green
Brook Sub-Basin, Somerset, Middlesex and Union Counties;> New Jersey, filed August, 1980 and
the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS)for the Proposed Plan for the
Green Brook Flood Control in the Green Brook Sub-Basin, Somerset, j\1iddl.esex and Union
Counties, New Jersey, filed in May 1997. The purpose of the DEA is to supplement information
known about site conditions along the Segment R2 project area resulting from new infonnation
obtained from the May 2007 Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site Removal Action Completion
Report. Specifically, the DEA addresses the presence of arsenic and chromium in the western
portion of the Segment R2 project area identified in soil samples taken in 2001 and 2006 during
the remediation action of the Brook Industrial Park Superfund Site.
Docmnent review comments are requested in writing prior to September 29,2008 at the
following address:
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New York District
Planning Division, Environmental Analysis Branch
Attn: Green Brook Project
RM2146
26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 10278-0090

or via email atkimberly.a.rightler@usace.arrny.mil
Comments received regarding the enclosed DEA will assist in the agency's evaluation of
the project changes and will be reflected in the project record. If you have any questions, please
contact Ms. Kimberly Rightler at (917) 790-8722.

Sincerely,

Leonard Houston
Chief, Environmental Analysis Branch

Enclosure

.~

Fact Sheet: Draft Environmental Assessment for the Segment R2 Levee and Floodwall
Construction, Green Brook Flood Damage Reduction Project, Bound Brook Borough, NJ

1. Background Information:
,
The Segment R2 levee and floodwall is being constructed near and with the Brook
Industrial Park Superfund Site (Figure 1). Located on the northeastern end of the
Segment R2 project area, the BIPSS is 4.5 acres in size and was included on the National
Priorities List in 1989. In June 1994, a Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RIIFS)
was completed and in September 1994, a Record of Decision (ROD) was issued.
The Rl, which focused on the industrial properties within the industrial park,
recommended that specific areas be targeted for remediation. These areas included
interior surfaces of buildings, soil collected from the building's basement and subsurface
pits and sediment from a drainage ditch and tributary located behind the buildings.
Remediation activities were completed in 2006 and a letter from the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) stating that the remediation objectives were achieved was
signed on September 17,2007.
As part of the remediation action, surficial (down to six inches) sediment samples were
taken in 2001 and 2006 in the wooded area directly west of the area delineated as
Superfimd to determine the extent of contamination attributed to the BIPSS. The test
results indicated levels of arsenic and chromium were above the NJDEP Non-Residential
Direct Contact Soil Cleanup Criteria allowable limit of 19 ppm and 20 ppm respectively.
In the 200 I sampling effort, forty of the forty soil samples taken in the area had
chromium levels ranging from 24 to 101 ppm. Twenty-five of the forty samples had
arsenic levels ranging from 21 to 205 ppm. Eight additional soil samples were taken in
2006 with chromium levels in the eight samples ranging from 48 to 90 ppm and four of
the eight samples with arsenic levels ranging from 20.9 to 52.9. Based on its
investigations, the EPA concluded that the levels were riot associated with the BIPSS but
rather contaminated with sediment from other sources upstream and downstream of the
project area.
.
II. Handling of excavated material during Segment R2 construction:
A geotechnical analysis of the soil within the levee footprint determined that the in-situ
soil does not meet the specifications required for levee construction; therefore the soil
within the levee footprint will be excavated to a depth of six feet and replaced with a clay
soil overlain with topsoil. During construction, the contractor shall be responsible for
taking composite soil samples within the levee footprint, testing them for all contaminant
parameters and coordinating the results with NJDEP to determine the proper off-site
disposal of the material. Additionally, given that the levee is being constructed close to
the Raritan River and that excavation will extend down six feet, the potential of
encountering ground water exists. The contractor will be required to test the water for
contaminants and should levels exceed the criteria established by NJDEP, the water will
be pumped to open pits and allowed it to seep back into the ground. Since the recharge
pits will excavated within the levee footprint, they will be backfilled with the material
used to construct the levee. The pits will be opened and closed in sman increments to
reduce exposure risk to humans and wildlife.
The District has coordinated with and has obtained concurrence from the EPA
Remediation Project Manager and the NJDEP Site Remediation Officer assigned to the

BIPSS to use this approach. Further, the EPA Remediation Project Manager has verified
that the wooded area to the west of the BIPSS is not nor will be part of the BIPSS. The
District will continue to coordinate with the EPA Remediation Project Manager and the
NJDEP Site Remediation Officer during construction. The District will continue to
coordinate with the NJDEP Site Remediation case worker to implement proper safety and
environmental measures in the event additional site testing indicates contaminated
groundwater.
Given that the Hoodwall is located within the BIPSS, the EPA conducted aggressive
remediation within the foot print of the proposed floodwall and extended remediation
activities down into the water table to ensure that the floodwall construction would not
expose any remaining contaminants. Given that the floodwall will not extend down to
the water table, no exposure to contaminants is expected.
III. Contaminant Exposure Risk
Arsenic and chromium naturally occur in soils in levels that vary with the geologic
characteristics of the parent material. Although the levels of arsenic and chromium found
in portions of the western area exceed the NJDEP Non-Residential Direct Contact Soil
Clean-Up Criteria, they are not considered hazardous.

The primary exposure pathway of arsenic and chromium for humans is through ingestion.
Exposure to arsenic and chromium would be greatest during excavation of soil for the
levee. Exposure risk to residents is considered to be minimal given that the levee is
setback from residences and is in an isolated area rarely used by the local community.
Further, since it appears that the contamination may be more indicative of deposition of
contaminated sediment during flood events, the contamination may be more surficial and
contaminant levels may decrease further down the soil horizon. To reduce health risks,
the construction contractor will be required to develop a Health and Safety Work Plan to
be followed during all construction activities to minimize any release of contaminated
materials, and also to protect workers' and the public's health. Soil testing will be
performed during construction to verify this and will be coordinated with NJDEP
accordingly to determine the appropriate off-site disposal method.
The contaminant exposure risk to wildlife resources is considered minimal since
construction activities will cause resident species to leave the area. Additionally, material
will be excavated and disposed off-site, further reducing exposure risk. Areas disturbed
for temporary access during construction will be reseeded upon completion so the long
term exposure risk is minima1. To protect aquatic resources, erosion and sediment
control best management practices will be implemented to reduce the introduction of
sediment into open water surfaces.
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